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World War I, known as the Great War to those most deeply affected by it, was a 
time of great societal upheaval for many people in Europe and America. The impact of 
this great conflict was unavoidable for those who lived through the War and felt for 
generations after the War.  As the men went off to war, the roles of women changed in 
the household, in educational systems, in public service fields, and even in interpersonal 
relationships.  Many women went to work during the War and gained new freedoms and 
an income of their own.  Some of these women continued in their careers or proceeded on 
to get degrees at universities.
Women who did continue in their careers were only a certain segment of the 
population, lower to middle class women who needed the income.  The average woman 
who went to work during the War was between the ages of 20-30, unmarried when the 
War began and so she was therefore able to take up a career without worry of abandoning 
her children.
No woman could escape completely from the impact of the War, negative or 
positive.  Many lost husbands, sons, brothers, or other family or friends.  Women who 
knew someone at the front were constantly worried about their fate.  Their countries 
called on women for their support in any way possible, by volunteerism, conservation, or 
monetary support.
This, however, is not a comprehensive historical analysis of the War’s impact on 
the women of its time.  It is confined to works of British and American fiction that deal 
with women in the time of the Great War and in the years following it.  Through the
fictional women of this time, it is possible to examine some of the ways in which a 
2political and global episode such as the Great War can shape a social movement such as 
that of women’s rights.  Using the support of the nonfiction writings of Vera Brittain and 
Virginia Woolf, I have examined here a number of novels that deal with the situation of 
women in some direct or indirect way.  Certainly the experiences of the women 
described, with the exception of Woolf and Brittain, are imagined, but do reflect reality 
on some level and show the ways in which literature of the time dealt with these societal 
changes.  This literature reveals the shifting conditions of women in this time through 
these revealing depictions of female characters.  For every woman who expressed the 
situation of women during the War or her own experience through literature, there were 
many more who went through similar experiences.  With the goal of uncovering some 
aspect of the reality for women at the time of the Great War, I examined a number of 
novels and nonfiction writings of the War period that deal with the situation of women.  
The result is not a historically sufficient account of the condition of women at this time, 
but rather a vivid glimpse of a historical reality seen through the lens of literature.
The chapters cover the topics of education, work, class, sexual liberation, and the 
role of women in the soldier’s life.  The fictional works discussed include Virginia 
Woolf’s Mrs. Dalloway, Edith Wharton’s A Son at the Front, Rebecca West’s Return of 
the Soldier, and a short story called “Farcical History of Richard Greenow” by Aldous 
Huxley.  Analyses of the these works are supported by the following nonfiction works 
Vera Brittain’s Testament of Youth and Virginia Woolf’s Three Guineas and A Room of 
One’s Own.
3Chapter One
Women in the Soldier’s Life
The sisters, wives, and mothers of soldiers cannot possibly have intimate 
knowledge of the trenches.  Even if they are living or working near the front lines, they 
do not have the same experiences as the soldier who faces the possibility of death with 
every passing shell.  Yet they must find ways to relate to the men of their lives who go to 
war, particularly once the soldiers return home from the front.  In Rebecca West’s The 
Return of the Soldier, Chris Baldry returns from the front to a circle of women at home 
who must decide how to deal with his shell-shocked and damaged memory.  Edith 
Wharton also deals with the women of George Campton’s life and how their relationships 
to him are affected by his decision to fight on the front lines.  The life of the soldier in 
these novels is deeply affected by the women around him.  Wives, sisters, and mothers 
both influence the soldiers in their lives and are influenced by them.  The soldier at war 
and returning from war is a source of domestic strain in both novels.  He is not the central 
character of the novel, but a figure that all the main characters strive to interact with and 
attempt to understand.  The experience of the soldier is one that the woman in his life 
lacks access to yet must strive to understand in order to maintain her relationship with 
him.
The Return of the Soldier is narrated through Chris Baldry’s cousin Jenny, who 
lives with him and his wife Kitty.  Chris, an officer in the Great War, returns early in the 
novel with shellshock—he has forgotten the last 15 years.  Even before receiving word of 
his return, however, worries for Chris resound through his cousin Jenny’s head.  She 
relates having dreams of him running “across the brown rottenness of No Man’s Land, 
starting back here because he trod upon a hand, not even looking there because of the 
4awfulness of an unburied head, and not til my dream was packed full of horror did I see 
him pitch forward on his knees as he reached safety…” (West 5).  Jenny has a startlingly 
horrific (and rather accurate) vision of the front.  She thinks of the unburied, rotting 
bodies of No Man’s Land, an image that she would never see herself.
Despite her vivid dreams, however, Jenny does not get her knowledge of the front 
from actual experience, but from war films.  She recounts one story that has stuck in her 
memory: “We were all in the barn one night, and a shell came along.  My pal sang out, 
‘Help me, old man, I’ve got no legs!’ and I had to answer, ‘I can’t, old man, I’ve got no 
hands!’” (West 5).  This scene, while not a perfect representation of the reality of war, 
affects Jenny’s perception of a soldier’s experience.  The exchange of the fictional 
soldiers suggests their comradeship and makes the experience of such brutal injuries 
seem ordinary.  There is no emphasis on the horror of these men’s injuries, one man 
simply “sings out” to the other, as if asking him for an ordinary favor.  Jenny, sensing the 
frequency of such injuries, fears for Chris and “wishes for the return of our soldier” 
(West 5).  Women like Jenny can only access the front through indirect means but the 
knowledge she does have of it frightens her.
He does return, body undamaged, but his mind is radically altered.  He cannot 
remember anything of the past 15 years, thus deleting his entire marriage to Kitty and all 
of the details that go along with it.  In his mind, he is still a bachelor in love with 
Margaret Allington (now Mrs. Grey).  Hearing this from Margaret, they must somehow 
deal with the reality of what she tells them.  Because of Margaret’s inferior social class, 
Jenny and Kitty doubt her account of receiving Chris’ letter and Kitty even suspects her 
5of trying to swindle her.  But Margaret has indeed received a letter from Chris, who 
professes his love to her as if they had never broken off their relationship.
Jenny and Kitty must struggle to understand what this will mean for them.  Kitty 
refuses to accept Chris’ shellshock as an illness; she angrily assumes that he is somehow 
trying to spite her.  This becomes apparent as early as this first conversation about his 
state.  After Margaret leaves, Kitty says to Jenny,  “our Chris…all broken and queer, not 
knowing us…I can’t bear to think of that…It’s all such a breach of trust.  I resent it” and 
when Jenny tries to tell her that Chris is ill, she replies, “You’re saying what she said” 
(West 17).  Kitty refuses to take the blame away from Chris.  She would prefer to think 
that he had chosen to forget her and she takes offense to it.  Though on some level, Kitty 
might be right that Chris’ amnesia is a result of his unhappiness with her, she still appears 
to be entirely self-centered in her treatment of him.  Her sense that it is all a burden on 
her and her lack of concern for Chris himself is revealing of the kind of relationship that 
they have.  His marriage to Kitty is certainly what Chris’ war-induced memory loss 
leaves out, the question is: why is Kitty erased and why is it the War that does it?
Jenny’s ruminations on Chris and Margaret’s romance consume a large section of 
the novel.  After hearing the story of their relationship from Margaret, Jenny watches 
them from the window; “there he was, running across the lawn as night after night I had 
seen him in my dreams running across No Man’s Land…I knew that so he would pitch 
on his knees when he reached safety.  I assumed that at Margaret’s feet lay safety…” 
(West 59).  Though some of this is imagined—he does not in fact pitch to his knees at her 
feet but rather she catches him and they embrace—the way in which Jenny recalls her 
dreams of “No Man’s Land” suggests her mixed feelings about this relationship.  On the 
6one hand, she begins to admire Margaret and yearns to soak up every detail of their past 
and present.  She stands at the window specifically to watch them unobserved.  And yet 
she seems to compare these scenes to her visions of him in No Man’s Land, as if 
weighing which was worse: the possibility of losing him to his past because of the War or 
the possibility of losing him altogether in the War.  The No Man’s Land where Chris and 
Margaret meet is a place where everything but the essence of life has fallen away.  All of 
society’s falsities, as they are represented by Kitty and the house at Baldry Court, are 
erased by this war.  The “No Man’s Land” that Jenny imagines here contains only the 
things that last beyond war: honest relationships and love.
Jenny, though she hesitates at first, does in the end agree to put an end to Chris’ 
memory lapse.  Through a conversation with the doctor about his state, they come to 
conclude that, “quite obviously he has forgotten his life here because he is discontented 
with it” (West 80).  Kitty, of course, objects to this at first, but falls silent once Jenny 
acknowledges that “nothing and everything was wrong” in Chris’s previous life and that 
she’s always felt so (West 80).  At this admission, Jenny notices that “A sharp movement 
of Kitty’s body confirmed my deep, old suspicion that she hated me” (West 81).  This 
scene reveals a great deal in a few short lines.  Suddenly, the façade of a contented 
existence at Baldry Court is shattered, quietly.  In a breakthrough moment, the world of 
Baldry Court has been revealed.  Kitty and Chris are an unhappy couple and the dear 
friendship of Kitty and Jenny is an utter lie.  This truth is quickly passed over, however, 
as the women make a sudden decision together that they must return to the Baldry Court 
of old time.  They choose to restore the façade of happiness that they created before the 
War erased it from Chris’ memory.
7Oddly, Margaret is the one who comes up with the means of curing Chris.  She 
realizes that the memory of his dead child will bring him back to the present.  When she 
brings up the boy, however, Dr. Anderson says, “What boy?” then to Kitty, “You told me 
nothing of this!” ‘I didn’t think it mattered” Kitty answers coolly, then “He died five 
years ago” (West 82).  The fact that Kitty never thinks to tell the doctor about their dead 
child is another clear indicator that something is wrong in this marriage.  It never even 
seems to occur to her that such a fact might be important to Chris’ illness; she can only 
see his amnesia as an insult to herself.  Yet, it does seem that Chris has forgotten his 
marriage because “he is discontented with it,” as Dr. Anderson concludes.  The marriage 
was the result of Chris succumbing to social convention; he loved Margaret, but she was 
lower class and he was aristocracy.  Influenced by what society told him, he begins to 
treat Margaret like a second-class citizen, and she broke it off.  Instead, Chris marries 
Kitty, a woman of his own social and economic class.  Chris significantly forgets these 
class differences when he is shell-shocked.
Despite hesitations and delays, the women do decide to restore Chris’ memory by 
showing him the clothes of his child who passed away.  With the memory of this 
traumatic experience, they quickly remind him of his other sufferings: the War, his 
unhappy marriage, and his duty to return to the War.  For Margaret, this decision means 
giving up the long-lost love with Chris that she has just rediscovered.  Jenny’s jealousy of 
Margaret and Chris might lead her to want to bring back the old Chris, yet that also 
means reestablishing Chris’ marriage to Kitty.  Her decision is the most difficult because 
she is most unlikely to ever have the romance that Margaret has had, whether Chris 
remembers or not.  If each of the three women stands for a period of Chris’ life, Jenny is 
8the earliest, his childhood friend; Margaret the next, his Chris’ first love; and Kitty the 
last, his wife and most recent commitment.  Jenny is always losing access to Chris; the 
time when they were most close was long ago.  Her part in the tug of war is probably the 
weakest, though her feelings for Chris are strong, perhaps even in a romantic way.  
Margaret is the one he truly loves and Kitty is the one he has made a vow to; Jenny is 
always the one left out.  In the end, all three of these women choose to give Chris back 
his memory, a ‘cure’ that will only serve to send him back to the front (West 90).
It is not obvious that the women know that a return to the front will be the result 
of healing Chris, though they seem to have a sense that this is what will happen.  After 
Chris has been ‘cured’ of his amnesia, Jenny watches as he returns to the house.  She 
observes that, “He was looking up under his brows at the overarching house as though it 
were a hated place to which, against all his hopes, business had forced him to return” 
(West 90).  Chris, having been forced to remember the life he has lived for the past 15 
years, must go back to that life.  His marriage to Kitty is only “business,” a contract 
remembered that he must be bound to.  Jenny and Kitty both seem to know what comes 
next for Chris; he will go back to France.
Before they even speak to him, Jenny thinks, “When we had lifted the yoke of our 
embraces from his shoulders he would go back to that flooded trench in Flanders under 
that sky more full of flying death than clouds, to that No Man’s Land where bullets fall 
like rain on the rotting faces of the dead” (West 90).  Jenny’s initial image of No Man’s 
Land reappears here.  It seems that she does realize the consequences of their choice.  She 
understands that he sees his life at Baldry Court as a burden that must be borne, now that 
he knows “the truth” (West 88).  For Chris, there is a No Man’s Land at home too: his 
9married life. But he must return to the other No Man’s Land, the War, now that his 
shellshock has been “cured.”
West chooses the War as the incident that erases Chris’ memory in order to 
dramatize the realities of Chris’ relationships with the women of his life.  When Chris’ 
memory is restored, part of that restoration, as the women are aware of, is forcing Chris 
to remember the War.  Jenny, who most likely has the best intuition about the horror that 
was the War, must also have the best understanding of the mental anguish that this will 
create.  It was the trauma of the War that deleted his memory in the first place.  Secondly, 
the memory loss created by the War specifically seems to undo the false relationships of 
Chris’ life, simply erasing them and placing him mentally back in a time when he did not 
let societal conventions dominate his life.  His relationship with Margaret was for a time 
unmarred with the social trappings associated with class and marriage expectations.  The 
relationship ended because Chris begins to treat Margaret as if she is lower class, a 
behavior conditioned in him by social convention.  This ends the relationship and Chris 
soon falls under the enchantment of Kitty, who, willful as she is, gets him to marry her.  
Despite the fact that they are ill suited for one another, they hold up a façade of a happy 
marriage, until Chris returns from the front.
The War is an essential element of Chris’ illness because it is the force that makes 
insignificant all the social constructions that stand in the way of true happiness.  It seems 
that West is saying, in the face of war, social conditions and other false pretenses 
crumble.  The socioeconomic stigma that would have been attached to Chris’ relationship 
is only one example of a social reality that is meaningless in wartime.  The women of the 
novel must learn this lesson the hard way.  They discover that, because of the War, they 
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can no longer pretend that their world is perfect.  The darkness in Chris’ eyes as he looks 
up at the house reveals that once one has experienced war, even mansions can’t hold up 
false illusions of happiness.
In Edith Wharton’s A Son at the Front the picture of another soldier’s family 
develops throughout the novel.  The central character of the novel, however, is Mr. John 
Campton, an American artist who lives in Paris.  His son George, having been born in 
France, is eligible for military service.  Through the influences of the Camptons, 
however, he is kept to War Office duties because of his weak lungs.  George himself 
decides to go to the front despite his parents’ wishes and keeps this secret from them until 
he is wounded.  The focus of the novel is on the people in George’s life at home, his 
mother, father, family friend Miss Anthony and secret girlfriend, Mrs. Madge Talkett.  
The relationships of these people to George are strained and altered by his decision to 
join the military, then are thrown into crisis when he is wounded at the front.
The novel, though in the third person, focuses mainly on the perspective of Mr. 
Campton.  The insight on other characters comes largely through the narration of his 
thoughts.  From the start, he cannot understand why his son George would want to go to 
war.  Campton himself is an American citizen, but George was born in France.  He goes 
willingly into the War because he feels patriotism for the only country he has ever lived 
in.  Mr. Campton, an outsider, cannot understand this and wants only to keep his son 
from being harmed in a war that is foreign to him.  It is not foreign to George, however.  
He and his friends are young Frenchmen at heart, despite their parents’ origin. For Mr. 
Campton, France is only the place where he lives; it is not his homeland like it is for 
George.
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Another reason that Mr. Campton feels distanced from the conflict with Germany 
is because of his position.  He is an aesthete, concerned with his painting and the world of 
the arts, not politics or war.  It is also his age; he’s a middle-aged man, too old to fight in 
such a war.  He talks to a friend about this generational split with George by saying, “As 
soon as I open my lips to blame or praise I see myself in white petticoats, with a long 
beard held on by an elastic, goading on the combatants in a cracked voice from a safe 
corner of the ramparts.  On the whole I’d sooner be spinning among the women” 
(Wharton 103).  Campton, when he goes to express an opinion on the War, compares 
himself to the old men in Homer’s Iliad and to Achilles’ attempt to avoid combat by 
hiding among the women.  He feels like an old hypocrite and a coward because he cannot 
back up his words with action.  He is too old to fight, so he pictures himself this way, old 
and emasculated, encouraging the youth at war, but from a safe place.  The position of 
non-combatant in this way makes him feel weak and he compares himself to a woman.  
Campton, according to socially constructed ideas of gender of his time, considers the 
position of a noncombatant to be weaker and therefore feminine one.
Once again there are three main women in the soldier’s life, in this case, Mrs. 
Julia Brant, his mother, Miss Anthony, a family friend, and Mrs. Talkett, his lover.  His 
mother fears and worries over him at home along with his father and stepfather.  His 
family and Mrs. Talkett do not know that George has gone to the front.  Nevertheless, his 
mother worries incessantly.
When she expresses her worry to him, she says, “Sometimes when I hear the other 
women—other mothers—I feel as if our turn must come too.  Even at Sainte-Menehould 
a shell might hit the house.  Anderson said the artillery fire seemed so near” (Wharton 
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128).  There is a community of mothers who talk about their sons and fear together for 
their children’s lives. She holds dinner parties in her home for the other mothers, 
Campton discovers.  The women of her circle think of her as “‘a perfect 
dear’…and…their sudden enthusiasm for her was not uninspired by the fact that she had 
got her marvelous chef demobilised, and was giving little ‘war-dinners’ followed by a 
quiet turn at bridge” (Wharton 126).  She is nervous even though her son is not, to the 
best of her knowledge, directly in the line of fire.  The mothers’ society seems to be a 
social outlet for distraction for these women.  It does seem absurd to hold such “war-
dinners” and socialize over the grief of loss and destruction.  Yet the power of mothers to 
save their sons from battle is so limited that it seems there would be little for them to do 
but distract themselves from their misery.
In her anxiety, Mrs. Brant asks Campton to attend a séance to learn news of 
George.  After learning from her husband that George was not at the War Office, she 
becomes frightened that he has been sent to the front.  Having heard of a clairvoyant from 
her mother circle, she decides to go to her and asks Campton along because his presence 
will clarify the vision of the seer-woman.  He agrees to go to pacify her fears.  When they 
arrive at the clairvoyant’s, Mrs. Brant announces to her, by way of introduction, “We’re 
his parents—a son at the front…” (Wharton 130).  Mrs. Brant has no proof that her son is 
actually at the front, but she begins to adopt this phrase to describe her situation, because 
it is the one most commonly used by other women of her generation. Mrs. Brant seems to 
have convinced herself that she too has a son at the front, whether or not she knows that 
for sure.
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Miss Anthony supports George’s decision to go to the front and is entrusted with 
the knowledge of his decision.  He writes her letters telling of the front but also fake 
letters about his clerical job for her to show to his parents.  She knows from the start of 
George’s military service more about his life than his parents do.  In a meeting with 
Campton, Miss Anthony reacts with worry to a report of bad news.  When Campton 
enters the room, he is disturbed with the knowledge that his dear friend’s nephew has 
been killed in the War.  When Miss Anthony sees his face as he enters her dining room, 
she “dropped her fork and sprang up crying: ‘George—‘” (Wharton 113).  At this, 
Campton asks her “George—why George?...What made you think of George?” to which 
Miss Anthony can only respond, “Your—your face” (Wharton 113).  Miss Anthony ends 
up explaining herself sufficiently to Campton and eventually his mind turns to other 
things, but her initial reaction at Campton’s look of distress shows that she knows George 
is at the front even this early on.  Yet it never occurs to Campton that his son might be at 
the front.
George’s confidence in Miss Anthony on this matter springs from her enthusiasm 
for the War and her encouragement of his war ambitions.  She is deeply involved in war-
work, an occupation that makes her seem older in the eyes of Campton.  He thinks of her 
work with war refugees and pauses “to note that the altruism she had so long wasted on 
pampered friends was developing into a wise and orderly beneficence.  He had always 
thought of her as an eternal schoolgirl; now she had grown into a woman” (Wharton 95).  
It took this war-work of Miss Anthony to help Campton see her, nearly elderly, as a 
grown up.  The occupation that the War provided seems much more meaningful to 
Campton than her previous lifestyle of entertaining and indulging her circle of upper 
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class friends.  It is this newfound profession of Miss Anthony that fuels her support for 
the War and leads George into a trustful relationship with her.
Miss Anthony might be a figure whose place in society is much like that of 
Wharton herself during the War.  Well respected among men and women alike, Wharton 
was an older woman of society when the War began.  She, like her character Miss 
Anthony, grew up in Victorian times and learned traditional gender roles for men and 
women.  Wharton did not hold progressive views about women but thought that they 
should remain at home.  She was an avid supporter of the War, however, and was very 
active in war-work herself.  Miss Anthony’s support for the War mirrors Wharton’s 
acceptance and support for a society and a global conflict dominated by men.  Both 
women, the real Wharton and the fictional Anthony, were of a generation that supported 
patriarchal society and getting behind the war effort was one way in which they 
manifested this.
Another dimension of George’s secret life is his lover, Mrs. Talkett, whose 
interactions with George are mostly filtered through Mr. Campton but are revealing 
nonetheless.  When Campton learns of George’s relationship with Mrs. Talkett, he is 
shocked and disappointed.  Though she is a respected friend, she is married, and 
Campton is rather protective of his son’s honor.  He has trouble believing that his George 
would associate so freely with this married woman in secret.  Mrs. Brant first reveals the 
covert relationship to Campton.  As George lies in his hospital bed with his wounds, Mrs. 
Brant shows Campton a letter to Mrs. Talkett from a companion of George’s that Mrs. 
Talkett has given to George’s parents.  Mrs. Brant explains to Campton that, “It seems 
there was a promise—made the night before he was mobilized—that if anything 
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happened he would get word to her…No thought of us?” (Wharton 160).  The most 
offending part of the whole affair seems to be that George thought of Mrs. Talkett before 
his parents.  For Campton, the most pain comes from the knowledge that George has led 
a secret life in many ways.  Worse still, all the things are most important to George’s life 
were kept from Campton.  In fact, Campton concludes from George’s silence about Mrs. 
Talkett that “the matter went deep with [George]” (Wharton 162).  Campton begins to 
feel that he doesn’t even really know his son anymore and is hurt that George would 
share details of his life with these women he’s not related to over his own father.
It may be that George reaches out to Mrs. Talkett as a woman of his own 
generation who can better understand his desire to go to war.  His father never could have 
understood it.  Upon realizing that George made arrangements to notify Mrs. Talkett in 
case of an emergency, Campton begins to sense that this secret life of George’s is related 
to his decision to go to war.  He thinks that “George’s silence—his care not to even 
mention that the Talketts were so much as known to him—certainly made it look as 
though the matter went deep with him” (Wharton 162).  Then, thinking of the drawing 
room of the Talketts where he spent many days painting Mrs. Talkett, he feels “a dread of 
tampering with his son’s privacy…that still-mysterious figure in the white bed upstairs” 
(Wharton 162).  George’s two secrets, Mrs. Talkett and his desire to go to the front, 
merge into a single mystery here.  It all becomes a part of ‘George’s privacy,’ and 
Campton cannot even think of the George he knows as being the same person as the 
injured soldier who is his son.  The figure in the bed, silent and shrouded in the white of 
the hospital, is not the George he knows and remembers.  The wounded soldier is a man 
who began an affair with a married woman and decided to go to the front.  Mr. Campton 
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is so perplexed by all this that he feels it would be an invasion of George’s personal life 
to even begin to ponder these things.  George is almost a stranger to him; Campton hardly 
knows his son at this moment.
He slowly learns more about George’s secret life, however.  When Mrs. Talkett 
comes to visit Campton in his studio, she gives him a brief history of her affair with 
George.  George was deeply attracted to her in the year leading up to the War and had 
pursued her as a lover, to which Mrs. Talkett hesitated and stalled, but spent much time in 
his presence.  She made him a “half-promise” in the summer of 1914, but “then came the 
war” (Wharton 179).  So it may be that the affair of George and Mrs. Talkett was never 
really consummated, but there were deep feelings on both sides.  Now, however, as 
George recovers from his wounds, Mrs. Talkett professes that she “feels as if [she] didn’t 
know him any longer” (Wharton 178).  She begins to cry, and tells Campton that “unless 
I agree to marry him—we’re never going to be anything but friends” (Wharton 180).  
Campton seems to understand her stress; she would have to change her whole life in 
order to give George her hand in marriage.  She is not willing or ready to do that, but she 
loves George and wants to be with him.  Still, she can’t bear the idea of a divorce.
It seems that George has in fact changed his attitude as a result of the War.  Mrs. 
Talkett tries to explain to Campton how George “says he sees everything differently now.  
That’s what I mean when I say that I don’t understand him.  He says love’s not the same 
kind of feeling to him that it was.  There’s something of Meredith’s that he 
quotes…something about a mortal lease” (Wharton 180).  Through Mrs. Talkett, it is 
possible to see how George’s conception of life and love has changed because of his 
experiences in the War.  He is no longer willing to have an extramarital affair with Mrs. 
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Talkett, but will only accept marriage or friendship alone.  His ideas about “mortal 
lease,” though difficult to access only through Mrs. Talkett, seem to be essential to this 
change in him.  He has seen death at the front and has been confronted with the 
possibility of his own death.  In this vein, he seems to take the all-or-nothing approach to 
his love of Mrs. Talkett.
Despite his apparent sympathy for Mrs. Talkett, however, Campton refuses, in the 
end, to speak with George on her behalf.  Within a few days, he conspires with Mr. Brant 
and then with Mrs. Talkett herself in an effort to keep George away from the front.  He 
convinces Mrs. Talkett to tell George that she will marry him, just to keep him away from 
the front, not because it is true.  Thus Campton uses the relationship of Mrs. Talkett and 
George to ensure the safety of his son without regard for the feelings of the parties
involved.
George, like Chris, is transformed by the War.  Those who knew and loved him 
before the War—his parents, Mrs. Talkett—hardly recognize him when he returns, and 
not just because of his physical injuries.  His state of mind has somehow changed; he has 
seen a lot of death and seems somehow more knowledgeable about life (and its short 
lease.)  As a character, however, he is difficult to access.  For the reader, he is 
undeveloped.  Most of what we hear about George is through the perspective of someone 
else, mostly Mr. Campton.  Mrs. Talkett and Miss Anthony know George the soldier, Mr. 
Campton knows George the student and son, and Mrs. Brant knows George as her little 
boy.  No one seems to know the whole George, and the reader never gets a sense of who 
he is before he dies.  Like The Return of the Soldier, A Son at the Front sets up the figure 
of the soldier as a central axis around which all the other characters move and shift.  
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Everyone wants to know and understand George, who he is, why he goes to war, but no 
one ever gets to know him fully.
The women of the novel, George’s mother and Mrs. Talkett and Miss Anthony, 
all strain to understand him.  Each one wants to know where he is and what he is doing 
while away at war, but only Miss Anthony gets that privilege.  By the end of the novel, 
his life is mostly a mystery to the women around him.  The soldier, for both West and 
Wharton, is a central character but the reader and the other characters in the novel only 
get limited access to him.  Even if their lives are changed greatly by the War, women are 
still left at home.  They don’t see the horrors of the front or know where their loved ones 
are along it.  Women like Jenny can only wonder what the front would be like.  Many of 
them lose husbands, brothers, and sons, or, if their soldiers do return, they are forever 
changed.  Relating to returned soldiers is difficult if not impossible for the women in their 
lives.  The men who have seen the War are deeply and permanently transformed by it.  
Their wives, mothers, sisters, and lovers must deal with this transformation even without 
personal knowledge of its source.
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Chapter Two
Women of the Great War and Education
For women in the time of the Great War, education was still rather difficult to 
come by, especially an education that could be considered equal to that of a man of the 
same class.  Higher education was not frequently available to the lower classes, but upper 
class men did most often go to college.  Women were behind men across all classes; 
lower class women were unlikely to see a classroom beyond elementary school, while 
only some upper class women were college-educated like the majority of their male 
peers.  Women were not allowed at most colleges until the late 19th century, but often 
when they were admitted, the course of study would be difficult for them due to lack of 
preparation.  Vera Brittain describes in Testament of Youth how she had to struggle 
against the inadequacies of her previous education in order to attend Oxford.  Virginia 
Woolf says much in her nonfiction writings about the state of women’s education in 
Great War society.  Woolf also portrays the changes for a woman in education through 
her character Elizabeth Dalloway in Mrs. Dalloway.  While for Brittain the War in some 
ways enabled her to finish her education, Woolf argues that the state of women’s 
education (or lack thereof) is perpetuated by the same male-dominated society that 
created and sustained the War.
The War begun just as Brittain was striving to convince her father that she should 
be allowed to attend Oxford.  Her brother Edward had plans to go to Oxford as well and 
Brittain had spent the past year studying and preparing for her application to the 
prestigious university.  But after the War begins, Brittain argues with her father, who was 
always resistant to her receiving a higher education.  She remembers his words and tone: 
“It was useless for me, he thundered, to think of going to Oxford now this War was on; in 
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a few months’ time we should probably all find ourselves in the Workhouse!” (Brittain 
66).  Brittain angrily reminds him of all her hard work and her brother ends the 
conversation by remarking that he will not go to Oxford if his sister is not permitted to 
go.  Brittain’s father had only allowed her to prepare and test for Oxford under the advice 
of a family friend, Sir John Marriott.  Now that she has gotten in, he wants to keep her 
from matriculating because of the War.  The influence of these men, Sir John and Edward 
Britton, were needed in order to get Vera Brittain into Oxford.  Though her father was 
relatively liberal and treated his daughter with the respect any person deserves, he still 
did not see the importance of a woman being so highly educated when she would most 
likely end up a married housewife, as most women of his generation did.  And even 
though he recognizes that she, like many others, may end up doing war-work, he thinks 
that this kind of work doesn’t require a college education either.  But for Brittain, war-
work becomes an entry to having a career, a step her father does not foresee or expect.  
Her education thus becomes very important.  Though the War initially impeded her 
chances at education, it would someday allow her to choose education for herself.
Besides the formidable obstacle her father posed, Brittain had to work very hard 
herself in order to attend Oxford.  Her preparation for Oxford was not like that of her 
brother; she went to a school for girls that did not prepare its students as well as male-
only schools did.  In the face of her father’s opposition, she had the help of others, and 
she had a tutor at times, but she was largely working on her own, teaching herself the 
necessary material for the Oxford entry tests.  Though advised to apply for one of the less 
rigorous women’s colleges at Oxford, she decides to apply to the most rigorous of the 
four women’s colleges, Somerville.  After careful inspection of the examination 
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requirements, however, Brittain learns that she must vastly improve her understanding of 
math and learn Latin, a subject she had very little practice in since her secondary school 
only began teaching it in the year she was to graduate (Brittain 47).  Because her previous 
education was not aimed at sending its graduates into college, Brittain is behind her male 
peers in education, even though ostensibly she is at the same grade level.  The 
expectations for women were set lower.  According to their teachers, women should have 
a basic knowledge of math and an understanding of their own language, but for their lives 
after secondary school (most likely marriage), they shouldn’t need advanced math or 
other languages.
Despite these difficulties, Brittain does pass her examinations and attend Oxford.  
Her education is interrupted, however, by her years of war-work as a VAD.  She begins 
to feel an obligation to help her country after about a year at Oxford.  Her brother and 
fiancée are fighting in the War; because of this, she feels connected to the conflict in such 
a way that continuing with her “secluded life of scholastic vegetation” seems insincere 
and unpatriotic (Brittain 74).  So she joins the War work force, as described in the chapter 
on work.  She plunges into her duties and endures years of physical toil and hardship.  
Yet the result of her work is greater freedom from the restraints that her family and others 
once put on her.  She never again has to argue with her father about a decision that he is 
trying to make for her.  She has her own money and can make her own decisions.
After the War, Brittain returns to Oxford to complete her education.  Roland and 
Edward have both been killed in the War.  Of course, if Roland had come back from the 
War, Brittain might have married him and not finished at Oxford, but Roland probably 
would have wanted her to finish.  Like her brother, he was a supporter of her education 
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and they had always exchanged letters laden with literary references and quotations.  
(The men of Brittain’s own generation had supported her desires for equal education far 
more so than those of her father’s before the War.)  Brittain does go back to school when 
the War is over, and this time, however, she gets no objections from her father.  In fact, 
he supports her by giving her several shares of the family business to help pay her tuition.  
Otherwise, however, she was self-supported and living on her own now, a fact that gave 
her much more independence from the restrictions her parents once put on her.  The War 
and her role as a war-worker gave her this measure of independence that she lacked when 
she lived with her parents before she got involved in the War.
Not all middle to upper class women, however, sought out higher education after 
the War like Brittain did.  When she returns to Oxford, she is one of the oldest students 
there because most of her contemporary war-workers got married after the War or went 
on to other things.  She remembers, “A few other female rebels from Somerville had 
nearly all conveniently failed to come back; they had married, or found jobs, or merely 
become bored at the thought of re-curling themselves into the chrysalis stage of 
development,” all but one, Winifred Holtby, who later becomes Brittain’s closest female 
friend and fellow feminist (Brittain 336).  She refers to the other Somerville “rebel” 
women of her class who meant to return; yet none of them actually do.  She is one of two 
who do, making her one of the biggest “rebels” of all.  Some of the women married and 
presumably settled down to raise a family, as old Victorian society would have 
demanded.  Even those women who found jobs missed out an education which might 
earn them better jobs, simply because the idea of being such an old college student 
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repelled them.  The school was not extremely welcoming to returning war-workers for 
fear of the potential disruption they might cause.
When she returns to Oxford, the principal of Somerville meets with her to discuss 
her return.  Brittain remembers that during this interview, the principal’s “face wore an 
inscrutable and rather grim expression.  ‘This is going to be a difficult term—a very 
difficult term,’ it seemed to say.  ‘If we’re not careful these wild young men and women 
back from the War will get out of hand!’” (Brittain 335).  What Brittain reads on her 
principal’s face reflects the attitude of Oxford’s administrators towards those who came 
back from their war experience.  They were willing to accept these men and women back, 
but were weary of the War as it might affect the behavior of the students.  It is as though 
the principal was worried about the new freedoms gained by Brittain, that she might be a 
troublesome or rebellious student on campus.
Brittain does not let this stop her, however, from speaking out about the War at 
Oxford in her remaining years there.  She writes frequently for the Oxford Outlook, a 
newly founded student newspaper, about the reality of being a female student after the 
War.  In one such article, she writes from her own experience that the female student “is 
now in a stage of transition…With the signing of the Armistice she passed from the all-
important to the negligible” (Brittain 340).  She goes on to note the woman student has 
been relegated to “her old corner,” but that “she will claim and deserve the right to grow 
out of her corner till, side by side with Oxford’s new manhood, she will inherit that wider 
future which the university owes both to its living and its dead” (Brittain 340).  Though, 
as she remembers it, most of her fellow students were inclined to disagree with her, here 
Brittain asserts her position as a female student after the War.  The administration would 
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like to deny women the freedoms they gained since the War and have been trying to push 
women back into their old roles as society as a whole tries to do after the armistice.  Yet, 
Brittain refuses to accept this demotion of the rights she has discovered since the War and 
refuses to live her life as if she were not in every way equal to her male peers.  As a 
feminist and a supporter of the movement for women’s degrees at Oxford, she refuses to 
step down and submit to the will of the university in this matter.
Brittain, though she felt rather out of place and at times outright loneliness 
throughout her college years, gets a degree when she graduates, even though when she 
applies degrees were something that women only got “in some distant and improbable 
future” (Brittain 47).  After the War, degrees have become available for female graduates 
of Somerville.  Yet women are still not expected to pursue careers after graduation as 
men are.  At her graduation, the Bishop of London says the expectation is that the 
graduates settle down to marry “some good man” (Brittain 342).  Brittain refuses to 
accept this path as inevitable and instead seeks employment and self-support as a writer 
and a teacher.  She only marries when she finds a man whom she loves and wants to 
marry; marriage is not her career path but a choice she makes out of love and 
commitment.
Like Brittain, Virginia Woolf resented the inequality of women in society first 
through the issue of education.  Woolf herself was not involved in the War due to her 
class and the fact that she was married when it began.  Well supported financially, she 
would have had no reason to work as a VAD or factory worker.  Because of her non-
involvement in the War, she is distanced from it and feels no patriotic duty to her 
country.  Instead, she professes herself a feminist and views the War as a product of a 
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male-dominated society that oppresses women. In Three Guineas, she returns frequently 
to the problem of women’s education and its relationship to peace.  She writes responses 
to three letters in this work, each one requesting a donation for various causes: one for an 
anti-war society, one from a woman’s college, and another from a society that promotes 
the employment of women.  She considers herself a member of the “educated class,” but 
when referring to herself or other women of that class, she carefully uses the phrase 
“daughters of educated men” (Woolf TG 4).  This distinction is essential to her argument; 
even if fathers have the means to educate their children, they only pay to educate their 
sons.
Woolf points out that a woman’s education before the War is largely unpaid for—
she is taught how to read and write by her mother, perhaps play an instrument.  She does 
recognize the importance of the Great War in expanding women’s education, however.  
Before the War, education for women was even more severely limited.  “It was with a 
view to marriage that she tinkled on the piano, but was not allowed to join an orchestra; 
sketched innocent domestic scenes, but was not allowed to study from the nude; read this 
book, but was not allowed to read that, charmed, and talked” (Woolf TG 38).  Education 
for women before the War was restricted to social and domestic skills she would need for 
marriage.  In 1919, because of the Sex Disqualification Removal Act that Brittain also 
discusses, the educational opportunities for women were greater, though in reality, not all 
women had access to education equal to that of men in the same economic class, as 
Woolf will later discuss.
The real cause of this alteration, however, was the War, Woolf suggests.  She 
points to the women of 1914, who, like Vera Brittain, “rushed into hospitals…drove 
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lorries, worked in fields and munitions factories, and used all their immense sympathies 
of charm, of sympathy, to persuade young men that to fight was heroic…” (Woolf TG 
39).  This pre-war woman, though only educated for college, found herself suddenly in 
quite different circumstances in 1914.  This kind of woman, given the opportunity, would 
plunge herself into war-work of all kinds.  It does sound like the life of Vera Brittain in 
some ways.  However, unlike the women Woolf discusses, Brittain has already had 
greater opportunities for education than her peers.   Yet she still becomes a war-worker.  
Woolf chalks up this eagerness of the uneducated woman to her boredom with the 
training she had received: “So profound was her unconscious loathing for the education 
of the private house with its cruelty, its poverty, its hypocrisy, its immorality, its inanity 
that she would undertake any task however menial, exercise any fascination however 
fatal that enabled her to escape” (Woolf TG 39).  Women, bored to death with domestic 
chores and parlor rooms, ran headlong to support the war effort.  In Woolf’s view, their 
work was not a symbol of sincere patriotic feeling or of support for the War, but a means 
of escape from confinement and restriction.  Brittain, on the other hand, seems to express 
true patriotic feeling and a desire to be closer to the struggles of Edward and Roland as a 
reason for her work.  She finds in her war-work, however, something that Woolf leaves 
out.  Her job as a nurse freed her from restraints she used to be under and allows her to 
make the choice to finish her much-contested education.
For Woolf, however, the act of participating in the War cannot be liberating 
because it supports the system that oppresses women and takes away their right to 
education in the first place.  Her book Three Guineas, though published well after the 
War in 1938, discusses this phenomenon as a response to a letter asking her to support 
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Arthur’s Education Fund.  She refuses to support such a fund under the argument that, as 
a woman, she has already.  She tells the man who wrote the letter that his father paid for 
his education with the help of the education fund while his sisters “made their 
contribution” by the fact that their own education was almost completely unpaid for.  In 
addition, they did not receive “travel, society, solitude, a lodging apart from the family 
house” that their brothers would have gotten (Woolf TG 5).  In essence, they have given 
their share to the education fund of men already by the fact that so little has been spent on 
their own education, thus depriving them of the freedoms she lists, freedoms that come 
with education and subsequent self-support.  Women have already paid dearly for the 
high price of men’s education.
When it comes the letter writer’s suggestion that her donation will promote peace, 
Woolf goes on to argue that women, who have been largely uneducated, are never the 
ones who start wars.  “Marriage,” she writes, is “the one great profession open to our 
class since the dawn of time until the year 1919...” (Woolf TG 6). By choosing this year, 
1919, Woolf suggests that after this year when the Great War ended more professions 
were open to women.  Regardless, she points out that women are not the ones inclined to 
fighting; men are and always have been.
Woolf argues strenuously that a woman in modern society must resist being at all 
involved in wars.  Wars are men’s creations, she argues, tools of a patriarchic society that 
oppresses women. An outsider in society, a woman must stand by her indifference 
despite arguments to the contrary.  If told that a war is meant to protect her country or her 
body, a woman can respond, “What does ‘our’ country mean to me as an outsider?” or 
she can “reflect on the degree of physical protection that she now enjoys when the words 
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‘Air Raid Precaution’ are written on blank walls” (Woolf TG 107-8).  In thinking on this 
further, she would see that her education, her opportunities for a professional life, and her 
ability to express herself publicly in her own country are so limited as to almost entirely 
exclude her from public life.  In particular, it seems that Woolf is thinking back to her 
ruminations on the life of a woman living before the Great War.  Living in these 
conditions, it may not be surprising that women would jump at any chance for a life 
outside the home, but Woolf seems to think back on this with disapproval.  She 
understands their pre-war boredom and subsequent patriotism.  Yet she argues that 
support of the War of any kind, like support for Arthur’s Education Fund, means 
subscribing oneself to a society that is still not one’s own.  Therefore she only agrees to 
support this foundation with one guinea, but with the requirement that its members 
recognize her pleas for equal rights and actively join the feminist cause.
When Woolf describes a visit to Oxbridge, and, later in the same day, a visit to 
the women’s college “Fernham” in A Room of One’s Own, she further reveals the harsh 
inequalities in women’s education.  She notices immediately the differences in how she is 
treated as a woman.  Woolf is not allowed into the Oxbridge library as a woman without 
a fellow of the college accompanying her or a special letter of permission.  She is waved 
off from walking on the turf; again, only fellows and scholars of the college are permitted 
to leave the pathways.  Even more dramatic than these encounters is the differences in 
resources between Oxbridge, the men’s college, and “Fernham,” the college for women.  
When she goes to lunch at Oxbridge, she can do nothing but rave about the quality of the 
several course meal, its lovely presentation by the servers, the wine, the dessert, and the 
time spent luxuriating in this feast both during and after the meal.  That same day, Woolf 
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relates, she dined at “Fernham.”  When she turns to the food of this meal, it is all of the 
plainest and cheapest variety: “Dinner was ready.  Here was the soup.  It was a plain 
gravy soup.  There was nothing to stir the fancy in that” (Woolf RO 17).  She goes on to 
describe a meal that is, while adequate in quantity, certainly lacking in quality in 
comparison to the feast of lunch.  Through descriptions of food, she delineates the kind of 
funding problems that women’s colleges face.  Surely in both schools, the money goes to 
pay for the necessities first, but it is simply impossible for “Fernham” to have enough left 
over to host fancy luncheons, while Oxbridge can easily afford such luxuries.
Woolf gets at the reason for this sharp inequality in Three Guineas, where she 
relates the lifestyle of the average woman, who would be a housewife and be without an 
income of her own.  She says that even women who do work are at a disadvantage: they 
are likely to make less money than their male peers.  In discussing a book about women 
and work, she indirectly quotes the author: “The sex distinction seems, according to 
Whitaker, possessed of a curious leaden quality, liable to keep any name to which it is 
fastened circling in the lower spheres [of income]” (Woolf TG 48).  What Woolf is 
describing still exists today, though perhaps less so to some degree.  It is often referred to 
now as ‘the glass ceiling,’ suggesting an invisible yet very real limit on the upper income 
that women earn in their professions.  Her analogy works as well, the idea that something 
weighs women down, keeps them from earning salaries that men receive for equivalent
positions.  She wonders why this is so, asking whether women are worse employees than 
men, but concludes that this cannot be the case.  If this is so, Woolf says, the real reason 
is fear on the part of men to hire women, a fact which is aided and justified by the reality 
that women cannot get the same education as men.  The titles of women include the word 
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‘Miss’ before them, as Woolf says, “‘Miss may carry with it the swish of 
petticoats…what charms and consoles in the private house may distract and exacerbate in 
the public office…At any rate since Miss is a woman, Miss was not educated at Eton or 
Whitehall” (Woolf TG 50).  So while the real reason that woman are not ascending to 
higher positions with better salaries might be men’s sexism and fear of distraction, 
another reason that is often used to justify this fact is women’s lack of education from the 
prestigious universities that women are largely unable to attend.
In fact, the poverty of women’s colleges is something of a vicious cycle.  Because 
women cannot attain higher levels of employment and higher salaries, they do not have 
the available money that men do to donate back to their alma maters.  Another reason for 
this is that women are often not employed but work as housewives and mothers.  Woolf 
makes the argument, in fact, that women are cheated out of an income even as 
housewives.  She says that being a mother is in fact work, but unpaid work: “Is the work 
of a mother, of a wife, of a daughter, worth nothing to the nation in solid cash?” (Woolf 
TG 54).  Men are paid for positions of public service by the federal government, but 
women, who are also paying a great service to their nations by acting as mothers, receive 
no income for this.  Further, she argues, because of this, half of the husband’s salary 
should belong to the wife, since she too is working but not being paid.  “Husband and 
wife are not only one flesh; they are also one purse” (Woolf TG 54).  This, however, is 
only in theory, Woolf recognizes.  Wives are given enough of their husband’s income for 
access to food, clothing and some amount of spending money.  This is what perpetuates 
the poverty of women’s colleges.  Women who don’t have expendable income from their 
jobs or work as wives and don’t receive any of their husband’s income cannot give 
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monetary gifts to their colleges and men are certainly much less likely to give to 
women’s colleges.
In the end, as she does for Arthur’s Education Fund and the society promoting 
professional development for women, Woolf gives one guinea to the man requesting a 
donation for an anti-war fund, but it has strings attached to it.  She has already connected 
the War to education by noting how the same system that oppresses women is the system 
that creates war.  She demands that he “Take this one guinea then and use it to assert ‘the 
rights of all—all men and women—to the respect in their persons the great principles of 
Justice and Equality and Liberty” (Woolf TG 103).  With this, she charges the man with a 
great duty, one that includes him in the fight for women’s rights.  She further connects 
education with war when she continues, “Different as we are, as facts have proved, both 
in sex and in education.  And it is from that difference, as we have already said, that our 
help can come, if help we can, to protect liberty, to prevent war” (Woolf TG 103-4).  She 
connects the protection of freedom (for women and for all) with efforts at peace so 
intrinsically that she mentions them together as if they were synonyms.  The prevention 
of war can only be successful if all members of society are free to participate in the social 
responsibilities and public life of the nation.  If women are so deeply excluded from 
education, they will be excluded from other aspects of public by lack of qualification.  
Thus, Woolf points out, she cannot work with him for peace unless she has, as a woman, 
the education, financial standing, and civic powers and responsibilities that men do.  She 
wants to fight for these powers for women by resisting the male-driven forces of society 
and thereby objects to war; meanwhile, Brittain’s memoir shows how women can gain 
these liberties even through the very systems that men have created.
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Another way in which Woolf explored the question of women’s education was 
through the novel Mrs. Dalloway, in which she depicts Clarissa and her daughter 
Elizabeth and the difference in their education.  Elizabeth has a tutor, Miss Kilman, hired 
to teach her history.  Elizabeth has aspirations to a career as well, because Miss Kilman 
plants in her the idea that any career path is now open to women.  Mrs. Dalloway’s 
education was not in any way geared towards a profession.  She would not have had the 
opportunity for college and her secondary education would have been more like a 
finishing school, certainly not a rigorous academic experience.  After the War, education 
for women has certainly been deemed more important.  Women were not likely to have 
careers before the War gave them greater opportunities to enter fields like nursing, farm 
work, or factory labor.  As will be discussed in the following chapter, the War’s drain on 
society created a need for a new labor force, a process that drew women into public life.  
After the War, women were more liberated to pursue careers or higher education.  Of 
course, not all women chose this path.  In fact, only a minority group of women actually 
retained these careers or sought higher education after the War ended, but the War 
pushed these doors open a bit more for women.
In Woolf’s argument for the equality of women, education comes first, as the first 
step in liberating women for public life.  She calls on women to reject war as a 
manifestation of a male-dominated society in protest until women have equal say in such 
political and social realms.  For Woolf, however, this was a theory based on her own 
ideals.  She herself was never really confronted with the need to get involved in war-
work; she was upper class and married so it would not have been necessary.  So her 
decision to remain neutral and avoid supporting the War was a default one.  It may have 
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come out of her notions of feminism at the time, but she herself never had to make the 
choice that Brittain did.  Brittain was indeed faced with the option of war-work, and one 
that she gave up her education, at least temporarily, in order to pursue.  She first sought 
equality through education and met with much difficulty in attaining it.  Attending 
Oxford was indeed a great accomplishment for her.  Yet, once the War got underway, the 
call to serve her country and be involved in a civic engagement of duty was stronger than 
even her passion for education.  By becoming a war-worker, Brittain gained many 
liberties for herself, including finishing her education without any more objections from 
her father.  Even though war-work opened doors into public life and independence for 
women like Brittain (as will be seen in the following chapter), Woolf opposed women’s 
involvement in it based on her ideals and instead demanded better education for women 
first.
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Chapter Three
Women of the Great War and Work
The Great War impacted employment for both men and women.  As young men 
left their homelands to fight in the front lines, factories, farms, and other places of work 
were left without labor.  Moreover, in wartime, there is even more work to be done than 
during peacetime as weapons and supplies need to be produced at a rapid rate.  This 
emptying of the labor market created an opening and a necessity for women to enter the 
workforce, and many of them did.  Women worked in munitions factories and made 
supplies for the troops.  In rural areas, women took on farm work to maintain food 
supplies during the years of the War.  Women also became nurses and VADs and even 
went overseas to help in the war effort.  During this time, women, mostly young women 
of the lower and middle classes, took on jobs they never could have dreamed of before 
and thrived in their new roles, gaining freedoms that Victorian society had barred them 
from in the years before the War.
Vera Brittain’s life was unarguably affected deeply by the War.  As the men of 
her generation were sent to the front, she became a VAD and served at home in England 
and abroad in the effort to treat wounded soldiers who came back from France and Italy.  
She lost not only her brother Edward in the conflict, but also her fiancée Roland. 
Testament of Youth describes these years of her life as times of great personal turmoil and 
significant societal change.  In these years, Brittain found herself, as a woman, 
contributing to society in a way she or her parents never could have expected.  She even 
stopped pursuing her much-fought-for higher education to work full time as a VAD.  Her 
job turned into aspirations for a career and convinced her of her own equal rights as a 
woman.
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Brittain’s foreword says much about her state of mind regarding this period of her 
life.  She explains in it why it has taken her so long to publish a work dealing with the 
War, which ended fourteen years before.  Desiring to demonstrate the importance of this 
time for her generation, she struggled with how to go about it.  She centers on both her 
generation of men and women “who grew up just before the War broke out” and “the 
large section of middle-class society from which my own family comes” (Brittain 9).  
First she says, she tried to write a novel set in middle class society during the war years, 
but found the “events…were still too near and too real to be made the subjects of an 
imaginative, detached reconstruction” (Brittain 9).  Next, she thought of publishing parts 
of the diary she kept from 1913 to 1918 and substituting false names.  She found both 
that the diary dealt too little with later events and that giving fake names to people still 
alive seemed like a sham.
Instead, she turned to autobiography to portray the world in which she came of 
age.  She hoped to set her personal story against the larger framework of society and 
succeeds in showing how Victorian social structure broke down as a new set of societal 
norms began to emerge.  Her decision to use autobiography places the emphasis on her 
own experience as being central to these changes.  Her work as a nurse is the central 
mode by which she came to understand the shifts in societal norms that were going on all 
around her.  She worked alongside many other young women, who, like herself, had 
never dreamed of working a full time job and being so fully accepted by society as one of 
its active members.
Brittain, after much struggling against her father’s wishes, gets accepted to and 
matriculates at Oxford, a great honor for a woman of her time since so few women 
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successfully followed this path.  After a year at Oxford, however, when both her brother 
and Roland join the British military and begin training, Brittain suddenly begins to feel 
that her privilege of education is now a disadvantage.  She feels left behind as they get 
involved in the War.  She recalls how a letter from Roland starts her thinking, “‘I don’t 
think in the circumstances I could easily bring myself to endure a secluded life of 
scholastic vegetation.  It would seem a somewhat cowardly shirking of my obvious 
duty…’” (Brittain 74).  Roland himself is a feminist who believed that Brittain and other 
women should have the same education as men.  However, this remark about “‘scholastic 
vegetation’ hurt just a little,” Brittain remarks.  She feels that it “put [her] outside 
everything that now counted in life, as well as outside his own interests” (Brittain 74).  
Her life of scholarly excellence, which she labored so hard to attain, suddenly seems 
inferior to the important duties with which men were now confronted.  The urgency of 
war calls on men for immediate action and a patriotic response.  She does not yet see her 
role in all of this.  She writes back to Roland, “‘Women get all the dreariness of war, and 
none of its exhilaration” (Brittain 74).  Of course, in these early ruminations on the War, 
her use of “exhilaration” naively leaves out all of the horrors that come with a soldier’s 
experience.  She sees that experience, however, as an important opportunity and 
responsibility that only men will have a share in.  Yet she soon discovers that while she 
may not get the most forefront of duties, there are certainly services she can offer and she 
too will have to bear much suffering as a result of the War.
It is in many ways Brittain’s war-work that brings her greater equality and 
germinates her radical feminist ideas.  Her fight for education is important as well, but it 
is her pursuit of a career that truly puts her on equal footing with men of her time.  She is 
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provoked to get more involved in the War by “a group of super-patriotic Buxton women, 
who were busily engaged in forming a women’s volunteer corps…[who] drilled and 
marched about the town in uniform…” (Brittain 99).  Though not convinced that she 
should join up with these women, Brittain does like the idea of physical involvement in 
the War.  Still ruminating on his words about education, she writes to Roland, “you 
described college as ‘a secluded life of scholastic vegetation.’  That is just what it is.  It 
is, for me at least, too soft a job. …I want physical endurance, I should welcome the most 
the most wearying kinds of bodily toil” (Brittain 99).  With this in mind, Brittain comes 
across the matron of her local hospital and immediately takes action, first by taking on 
work mending socks for soldiers and later by training and becoming a VAD in a war 
hospital.
Brittain’s desire to be physically involved in the War, to be closer to Roland in 
this way, leads her into the workforce and quickly changes her life dramatically.  Soon 
she is dealing with some of the worst kinds of war injuries, wounds that other nurses 
shirk from in fear and disgust.  Brittain throws herself into her work, however, trying to 
distract herself from her fears for Roland and Edward while also placing herself as close 
to their experience as possible.  Though she does not go into war-work for her own sake, 
she finds she is liberated by her work and she begins to value her contribution to society.  
Her parents give her more freedom, let her travel alone and be with Roland unsupervised, 
which was unheard of before the War.  Even early in her work as a nurse, she finds that 
“the free-and-easy movements of girl war-workers had begun to modify convention” 
(126).  She later transfers to a hospital in London and lives in dormitory style housing 
with the other VADs and nurses, away from home and her parents.  She even works 
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abroad in France as a nurse, far from home.  This kind of work and travel alone would 
never have been considered respectable in Victorian society for a young single woman 
like Brittain, but during the War this kind of work was not only necessary but also 
commonplace and well respected.
As described in a later chapter on sexual liberation, Brittain becomes an even 
more radical feminist as a result of her war-work.  After the War, she insists on living on 
her own and supporting herself.  Though many of her colleagues do not finish their 
education and simply get married when the War ends, she returns to Oxford to finish her 
degree.  Unfortunately, her fiancée Roland was killed in the War, so Brittain does not 
immediately marry.  Though difficult emotionally, Roland’s death probably added to 
Brittain’s feminism.  She does not marry after the War, which leaves her free to pursue 
her own education and a career.  It is a struggle at first, though, as men returning from the 
War want to push women back into their domestic roles.  Brittain refuses to submit to 
these pressures, however; instead she finishes her education, continues to live on her 
own, and tries to secure an income for herself.  Her father transfers a few shares of the 
family business over to her to pay for her tuition, but otherwise she is on her own.  She 
and her feminist friend Winifred both struggle to scrape together a living.  Brittain 
comments, “Although I could not live upon this tiny income [from her father’s shares] 
and a growing accumulation of rejection-slips, it enabled me to give more attention to 
writing and politics than would otherwise have been possible, and less to the part-time 
lecturing and teaching…” which she found were the best methods of earning a living 
until her efforts at journalism could ever pay off (Brittain 378).  It is hard work, Brittain 
finds, for a single woman to make a living on her own, even after the War.  Her efforts at 
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writing journalistic pieces were constantly rebuffed and she could only be a guest lecturer 
and not a full-time teacher at first.  With persistence, however, she kept at these fields 
and eventually gained respectability.  She later taught full courses and published many of 
her pieces, but it was certainly a long struggle for her, made more intense by the fact that 
she faced rejection because of her gender.
For Brittain, war-work was only the beginning of her liberation as a woman.  The
hard labor of being a nurse instilled self- confidence in her abilities and showed her that 
she could have a career as a woman and earn society’s respect.  After the War, this was 
more difficult than it had been during it, but Brittain stuck to her ideals and was able to 
live on her own and support herself as a single woman despite the fact that most of her 
peers got married and quit their work.  Brittain did eventually marry, but not out of the 
need for support, rather, out of love and the desire to marry for the sake of being married.  
Brittain was a model for the new modern women, carving for herself a career and a 
respectable independence unknown to the Victorian woman.
As discussed in a later chapter on sexual liberation, Virginia Woolf’s novel Mrs. 
Dalloway reveals the new atmosphere around work for women in the years following the 
Great War.  Elizabeth Dalloway, daughter of Clarissa Dalloway, dreams of a career and 
does not think about marriage at all, except with vague disgust.  Her mother expects her 
to find a suitable husband and marry, but Elizabeth, sensing this and noticing how men 
have begun to treat her, thinks of all of it as “a burden, for she so much preferred being 
left alone to do what she liked in the country” (Woolf 134).  Elizabeth is a bit of a 
tomboy: she is independent, completely unconcerned about her appearance, and prefers 
to be outside than at the social gatherings of her mother’s world.  She gravitates more 
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towards her father and is fascinated by his political career.  She sees Westminster Abbey 
and watches the bustling city and thinks of being a politician or a doctor, thinks of their 
summer home and dreams of being a farmer.  Because Miss Kilman has given her the 
notion that she can have a career, she considers these different professions.  Perhaps she 
does not know much yet about what these careers would entail, but Miss Kilman has 
planted the seed in her mind, that “every profession is open to the women of your 
generation,” a phrase which runs through her head often as she thinks about these 
possibilities (Woolf 130).  For Elizabeth, seventeen years old in 1923, it seems that the 
War has opened up the professions to her generation.  People her age did not go to war or 
join the war effort; they were too young.  Yet one lasting impact of the War was to give 
women like Elizabeth greater opportunities for employment.
Miss Kilman implies that the War is what has opened the professions to women, 
which is ironic considering her own background.  The War in fact impeded Miss 
Kilman’s career because she refused to categorically condemn all Germans.  
Discrimination on the part of her employers and her refusal to join in on it lost her a good 
job.  Her work as a tutor keeps her from falling into poverty, but it is an unstable and 
modest income compared to her previous job as a preparatory school teacher.  Even 
though all professions are reportedly open to women, as Miss Kilman claims, she herself 
cannot find work other than tutoring.  As Vera Brittain did, she is having trouble making 
ends meet.  Finding work as a woman was not, perhaps, as easy as she would like 
Elizabeth to think.  The world of work may not have been wide open to women, but Miss 
Kilman works hard to educate and encourage Elizabeth so that she can make it.
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Aldous Huxley, in “Farcical History of Richard Greenow,” portrays a female war-
worker in his character Millicent Greenow, Dick’s sister.  As Dick sees her, she comes 
into her own as a young adult.  He visits her in college and finds her to be a “very 
efficient and very intelligent young woman” and even describes her as a “Force, very 
soon the biggest Force in the St. Mungo world” (Huxley 45,46).  She organizes and wins 
a successful strike for the liberties of the students, convincing a stubborn administration 
to give in to student demands.  Dick seems to have deep respect and admiration for her 
strength in the face of adversity and willingness to stand up for her beliefs.
When the War begins, however, his relationship with her changes.  Unlike Dick, 
who opposes the War, she gets behind it and becomes the organizer for a hospital supply 
warehouse.  Dick goes to visit her at her office and they have a tense conversation.  Upon 
seeing her at her desk, Dick comments that she is “young, formidable, beautiful, severe—
at a big desk covered with papers” (Huxley 69).  In her position, Millicent is an official 
war-worker of status and importance.  She is in a managerial position and seems to be 
both dominant and successful in her role.  Dick, opposed to the War and dealing with his 
own inner divisions (i.e., his alter ego Pearl Bellairs), regards her almost in fear.  He says 
to her, “Well, you’re winning the war, I see” to which she responds, “You, I gather, are 
not” (Huxley 69).  Millicent is in the majority; she supports the War.  Dick implies that 
her position is winning out, that most people agree with her and so she is winning a kind 
of opinion war against him.  This could also be read in a gendered light, that Millicent is 
winning a ‘battle of the sexes’ by her war-work.  Dick, on the other hand, is losing this 
battle; as women gain power, men inevitably lose power, Huxley suggests.  The men of 
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her generation are being sent to the front, a movement that she supports and benefits from 
in the form of a job and an income.
They agree to leave their argument at a “smouldering coolness,” at which point 
Millicent says she must get back to her work and Dick departs.  She asks him to update 
her from time to time on his wellbeing, but he returns with, “‘No need to ask how you get 
on,’ said Dick with a smile, as he shook her hand, ‘I know by experience that you always 
get on, only too well, ruthlessly well’” (Huxley 70).  Suddenly Dick’s previous 
admiration of his sister’s courage and stamina transform into a negative image of her, as a 
ruthless woman who does well by aggression.  Partly, this is a manifestation of Dick’s 
jealousy of her stability.  He is currently torn between his two identities, Dick and Pearl, 
and is distressed by his split personality.  He is also expressing his newfound disapproval 
of his sister.  He admired her character when she used her power for principles he agreed 
with, but now she is applying herself vigorously to a war he doesn’t support.  In thinking 
about Millicent as he leaves, his mind turns to Pearl and to her recruiting songs and avid 
support for the War.  He himself is torn between his conscientious objection and the 
repressed war fervor expressed by Pearl.  Seeing Millicent this way only aggravates his 
internal turmoil.  This turmoil is connected to his confusion about his sexuality.  Dick’s 
confusion about his sexual orientation led to the creation of Pearl in the first place.  Now, 
he is confronted with his sister, who is succeeding at a career that was previously 
inaccessible to women.  Meanwhile, in the tradition of other great male writers of the 
Western tradition, Dick writes about scholarship and politics, but he cannot succeed in a 
field typically dominated by men.  His female counterpart within himself is also 
succeeding at her work, writing romantic novels and now pro-war articles.  His conscious 
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self, Dick Greenow, feels crushed under the weight of all these changes and rejected by a 
society that used to revere men in the fields of writing and politics.  Because of his anti-
war views, however, his society pays no attention to his work.
Ernest Hemingway paints a portrait of another female war-worker in his novel A 
Farewell to Arms.  Catherine Barker is an American serving as a VAD in Italy during the 
Great War.  When she meets the protagonist of the novel, ambulance driver Lieutenant 
Frederic Henry, she explains to him what originally motivated her to become a war nurse.  
She has lost her fiancée in the War; he died at the front a year before this conversation 
takes place.  Catherine relates of her nursing career, “I started when he did.  I remember 
having a silly idea he might come to a hospital where I was.  With a sabre cut, I suppose, 
and a bandage around his head.  Something picturesque” (Hemingway 20).  Catherine 
recognizes that her pre-war ideas of the War itself were naïve at best.  She implies, by 
saying that she started nursing when her fiancée went to war, that she only became a 
nurse because he was becoming a soldier.  Her reasons ring of Brittain’s account of her 
desire to be under physical stress like Roland was, but have less of the feeling of 
patriotism and independence that Brittain seems to have felt.  Catherine does not fear for 
her fiancée; she conceives the War more as a romantic game as Brittain did at first, 
something that resembles an unrealistic war movie.  Instead, she meets with a sharp 
reality check when she finds that her future husband has lost his life in the fray.
At their next meeting, Catherine and Frederic begin a romance rather suddenly.  
First, they discuss the War, as they did at their first meeting.  Catherine comments how 
the Italians do not like women to be so close to the front, that she cannot leave the 
hospital she is working in.  Frederic asks if they can drop the War and tries to kiss her to 
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which Catherine responds with a slap.  Soon, however, she lets him kiss her but then 
bursts into tears and says, “You will be good to me, won’t you?...You will, won’t 
you?...Because we are going to have a strange life” (Hemingway 27).  Suddenly, the 
relationship seems to have advanced quickly.  In their second meeting, Catherine first 
pushes him away then comments on their “life” together, as if embarking on a long-term 
relationship already.  One of the first things they discussed beyond introductions was the 
loss of her fiancée.  Suddenly, Catherine has latched on to Frederic as a substitute for her 
lost lover.  This first encounter reflects the remnants of her trauma, as she cries and refers 
to a future “strange life” with Frederic in the light of her past loss.
For Catherine, the advent of this relationship immediately threatens her work as a 
nurse.  She must constantly choose between Frederic and job stability.  When he goes to 
see her, the head nurse is never pleased with his presence in her hospital.  She sees him in 
the evenings, when she is off work, and always in the garden away from the ears of 
orderlies and other hospital staff.  After being away on duty, Frederic returns to an even 
more passionate love affair, as they meet once again in the garden.  They say that they 
love each other, even though they both know this is a lie and Catherine admits it out loud.  
Despite this, they agree to continue their meetings as before.  Soon, however, Frederic is 
sent away again for duty and he thinks of her, imagining them together in Milan, with her 
pretending that he is her lost lover.  Their relationship, spurred on by this fantasy, will 
eventually consume them both despite their war duties.
After Frederic is wounded while on medical duty at the front, Catherine comes to 
be a nurse in the hospital where he is being treated as she once dreamed of when she and 
her fiancée entered the War.  She is still an effective nurse, but he has become her 
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priority.  Her job was never really her passion or a liberating force in her life; rather, it 
was something she did in order to be closer to her fiancée.  Now, it has become a means 
to continuing her relationship with Frederic in the way of her old fantasy.  She is his 
nurse, he is her patient, as she imagined with her last lover.  He is her priority, not her 
career as a nurse.  When she has night duty, she visits with Frederic and even has sexual 
relations with him in his hospital room.  No one discovers their affair, but, if known, it 
would of course be cause for her immediate dismissal from her job.  Though she is a war 
nurse as Vera Brittain was, and lost a fiancée to the War as well, she turns to dependency 
on another man instead of finding independence and self-support.
Catherine will eventually leave her job as a nurse, pregnant with Frederic’s child, 
and go with him to escape all of their obligations.  After nearly being killed by his own 
Italian superiors for their suspicion of him as an American, Frederic escapes his regiment 
and goes to Catherine, who immediately offers to leave with him, “We’ll both sneak off,” 
she says (Hemingway 247).  Much to her friend Miss Ferguson’s distress, she agrees 
willingly and happily to run off with Frederic, without any intention of marrying him, but 
pregnant with his child.  They talk as though Catherine is already his wife, and she tells 
him “I’ll go anyplace any time you wish,” relinquishing her will completely to his as she 
always does (Hemingway 252).  Their relationship is almost too perfect from his 
perspective.  Frederic has this beautiful woman completely at his feet, willing to have sex 
with him and even bear his child out of wedlock, despite all the shame associated with 
that in that time.  She gives up her job and her freedom to him without a second thought 
and puts him in charge of all important decisions. While she does have a job, it is not 
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something she minds giving up for him nor does she claim any real liberties of her own 
apart from her unwavering devotion to him.
Hemingway’s portrait of Catherine Barker is, in short, a sexist fantasy of a 
woman completely willing to abandon her career follow a man.  Unlike what Brittain 
tells of her life, Catherine’s life after nursing takes the path of a traditional woman, aside 
from the fact that she does not actually marry Frederic.  Hemingway seems to have 
created his ideal woman; she sleeps with Frederic enough to get pregnant, does not ask 
him to marry her, but instead follows him off into Switzerland where they live a happy 
life together until she dies in childbirth (before all the diaper changes and unromantic 
midnight feedings begin).  Huxley’s character Dick Greenow projects a negative image 
of his sister, Millicent, fierce and almost masculine in her war-work.  Both of these male 
images of women as workers contrast sharply with the real-life experience of Vera 
Brittain.  Without needing permission from any man, even her fiancée Roland or her 
father, she chooses first a nursing career, then a return to the university and subsequently 
to a career as a writer, despite the inherent difficulties in this path for a woman of her 
time.  The autobiography of one exceptional woman’s story corresponds to a more 
progressively feminist life than the fictional story of Catherine Barkley, not surprisingly, 
written by a man famous for his sexist attitudes. As actual women like Vera Brittain did 
during wartime, the character Catherine Barkley went to work for the war effort.  
Hemingway’s depiction of Catherine leaves out the kind of liberation that Vera Brittain 
remembers feeling as a war-worker and even in the years after the War.  For Brittain, her 
work as a nurse led her to believe in her own competence and ability to contribute to 
society and simultaneously support herself financially, both of which she went on to do 
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after the War.  Catherine, instead of taking a similar path, chooses instead to run off with 
her lover, whom she dotes on completely.  Catherine gives in to the typical pattern that 
feminists decry: giving up one’s own career for settling down with a man and a baby.
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Chapter Four
Women of the Great War and Class
In literature of the war period, class seems to surface as characters of different 
social classes come into contact with one another.  Without the circumstance of the War, 
it seems that oftentimes these people would never have met or interacted.  The War also 
had different effects on people of different economic backgrounds.  For lower to middle 
class women, working in the war effort was often necessary as the men of their 
households were often involved directly in the War as soldiers or officers.  In The Return 
of the Soldier, Rebecca West implies the class tension of wartime England as the women 
of Baldry Court come into contact with Chris’ former girlfriend Margaret, who comes 
from a working class family.  In Mrs. Dalloway, Elizabeth Dalloway’s tutor and her 
mother have a tense relationship that stems largely from their differences of class. Miss 
Kilman’s class is actually an indirect effect of the War, something that Mrs. Dalloway 
seems to have no concept of.  Aldous Huxley deals with class indirectly through his 
character Dick Greenow in his story “Farcical History of Richard Greenow.”  In this 
story, Dick’s struggles with his repressed homosexuality cause the creation of his second 
persona, Pearl Bellairs, a female romance novelist, then, later, an avid pro-war columnist.  
Dick simultaneously holds disdain for the lower classes and women, objects to the War, 
and yet profits financially from Pearl’s pro-war writings.
In The Return of the Soldier, West sets up a tension between two suburbs of 
London, Harrowweald and Wealdstone.  Jenny and Kitty, the ladies of Baldry Court, live 
in Harrowweald, an aristocratic area of the landed wealthy class.  When Margaret Grey 
calls on them, the maid announces her town as Wealdstone, of which Jenny thinks, “That 
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is the name of the red suburban stain which fouls the fields three miles nearer London 
than Harrowweald.  One cannot protect one’s environment as one could in the old days” 
West 9).  The image of the “red suburban stain which fouls the fields” suggests the red 
brick of the houses of Wealdstone.  As Jenny will see later, the town is dominated by the 
red brick of the new housing that has been built there.  Jenny looks upon it with scorn 
because the houses are set up for the working classes.  She sees Wealdstone, filled with 
its cheap brick and railroad dust, as a blemish on the land of England.  In Harrowweald, 
people like Chris Baldry own large tracts of land and great old estates, so a place like 
Wealdstone is, to Jenny and Kitty, an eyesore and a burden.
Because Wealdstone is so close to Harrowweald, Margaret is easily able to call on 
the ladies of Baldry Court to relay the news about Chris.  When the news of her arrival 
reaches Kitty, she considers what to do and decides to be charitable and see what 
Margaret has to say.  She considers this descent to the door such an act of charity that she 
says, “I’m seeing her because she may need something, and I specially want to be kind to 
people while Chris is away.  One wants to deserve well of Heaven” (West 9).  In this 
condescending way, Kitty announces her intent to hear Margaret out, whose identity is as 
yet unknown to her.  Because of her birth into a wealthy family, Kitty has grown up with 
the belief that she is superior to people like Margaret.  Even though she is most likely not 
concerned about her place in heaven, Kitty uses this language to explain herself.  Despite 
her words, however, she is not in fact so charitable in her heart.  She notes that 
Margaret’s wearing her out-of-style jacket will do for “a person with that sort of address” 
and, moments later, complains about “people that come breaking into one’s nice quiet 
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day” as they descend the stairs (West 9).  She is not in fact considering Margaret with 
kindness but rather setting herself up as a martyr for simply going to the door.
Jenny’s description of Margaret is no kinder than Kitty’s treatment of her.  She 
immediately notes the cheap quality of Margaret’s clothing and her “seamed red hand,” 
marred by the daily work of a housewife (West 10).  Even worse, she makes her seem 
barely human as she looks more closely.
“...Though she was slender there was something about her 
of the wholesome endearing heaviness of the draught-ox or 
the big trusted dog.  Yet she was bad enough.  She was 
repulsively furred with neglect and poverty, as even a good 
glove that has dropped down behind a bed in a hotel and 
has lain undisturbed for a day or two is repulsive when the 
chambermaid retrieves it from the dust and fluff” (West 
10).
First of all, Jenny compares her to an ox or a dog, an insulting and dehumanizing 
comment.  She notes her slenderness and even a few attractive qualities about her, but 
then quickly shifts into animal comparisons, noting that despite physical appearance there 
is something weightier about Margaret.  She is a sturdier woman, perhaps, than Jenny is 
accustomed to.  Her heaviness is a non-physical quality that Jenny notes, and is perhaps 
connected to her comparisons to an ox or a dog.  Perhaps West is suggesting that 
Margaret is patient and faithful like these animals are known to be.  Then she moves into 
another image, which shows the neglect of Margaret towards her own physical 
appearance.  Because she has lived a life of relative poverty, Margaret has not had the 
time to keep her physical appearances up.  Jenny’s complete naiveté about this kind of 
lifestyle makes it impossible for her to understand or appreciate this fact; she only looks 
down on Margaret as if she were lazy or delinquent.  Even Jenny’s metaphor of the glove 
suggests her sheltered life; the best analogy she can come up with for this kind of neglect 
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is a trivial incident with a glove.  Jenny’s use of the glove indicates how much her own 
life has been defined in material terms.  Even a fine glove can be ruined by neglect if the 
maid fails to pick it up in time.  Jenny has only seen this kind of superficial loss so far in 
her life; she cannot even begin to understand what Margaret’s life has been like.
In the scene that follows, Margaret tries to tactfully and respectfully explain to 
Kitty and Jenny that their beloved Chris has been hurt, not wounded exactly, but that he 
is ill with shellshock.  Kitty and Jenny, however, react not with sadness or horror, but 
with disbelief.  They do not believe Margaret largely because she is lower class.  When 
Margaret says what hospital Chris is in, the other women do not respond and Margaret 
“began to flush and wriggle on her seat, and stooped forward to fumble...for her 
umbrella.  The sight of its green seams and unveracious tortoise-shell handle disgusted 
Kitty into speech,” at which point Kitty begins to quiz Margaret on details in order to 
catch her in the act of lying (West 13).  Margaret is not lying, but the fact of her class as 
revealed by her cheap umbrella “disgusts” Kitty and makes her doubt the veracity of 
Margaret’s story.  In the end, the women conclude that she is trying to coerce money 
from them.  Before Margaret proves her story by producing a telegram and a letter from 
Chris, they assume that she is simply trying to cheat them.  Seeing her poverty, they 
refuse to believe her or give her the dignity of a human being.  Her lack of money takes 
away her credibility in their eyes and makes her less than human.
Despite Jenny’s initial reaction to Margaret, her feelings towards her become 
more mixed as the novel goes on.  She does end up seeing Margaret’s home and the 
world she belongs to, and perhaps understands her slightly better than she did before.  
Throughout the novel, however, any sympathy she has for Margaret is marred with 
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jealousy at her connection with Chris.  When Jenny enters the house of Margaret, she is 
confronted with a reality very unlike her own.  As she travels through the town, she sees 
the “long road of red brick boxes” and the landscape, “where green grass rose up rank 
through clay mould blackened by coal dust from the railway line” (West 44).  This is 
Wealdstone, the “red suburban stain.”  And yet, “not only did Margaret live in this place; 
she belonged to it” (West 44).  This judgment of Jenny’s is a revealing one.  She 
witnesses this reality; and though she may not fully understand it, she understands that it 
is Margaret’s reality and always has been.
When Jenny enters Margaret’s house, she sees the cheap furniture and begins to 
understand something else: that external environment does not necessarily correlate with 
internal life.  She thinks, “All her life long Margaret, who in her time had partaken of the 
inalienable dignity of a requited love, had lived with men who wore carpet slippers in the 
house” (West 45).  Margaret has had a love affair unlike any that Jenny can even 
imagine, and yet she has lived the rest of her life in this shoddy little house with a man of 
similar working class background.  They both have worked hard all their lives, physical 
labor like Jenny has never experienced.  Jenny does not know how to handle this: the 
woman whom she looked down upon so recently for her lack of possessions has had 
more emotional life than Jenny will most likely ever have.  Jenny’s love life has been as 
impoverished as Margaret’s material life.
Jenny and Kitty have both been good at keeping up appearances, even if in reality 
their lives have been less than perfect at Baldry Court.  It slowly becomes clear that 
Kitty’s marriage to Chris is not the perfect union she pretends it is.  The two women’s 
conversation with the doctor reveals plainly that Chris’ amnesia is at least partially 
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caused by his discontent in marriage.  Subconsciously, he is unhappy with Kitty and in 
his shell-shocked state he simply deletes her from his memory.  This revelation—that the 
marriage is so loveless—is aided by Jenny’s comment to the doctor about Chris, 
“Nothing and everything was wrong,” she says, “I’ve always felt it…” (West 80-1).  
Jenny seems to mean that the fact that on the outside, everything looked fine, but under 
the surface, there were many problems.  Kitty works hard to keep up a façade of 
perfection at Baldry Court.  It’s almost as though she uses the wealth and grandeur of the 
place to conceal what really goes on there.  Despite all of their nice things, Chris and 
Kitty are unhappy people, married but not in love, fiscally wealthy but emotionally poor.  
All of this existed before the War, but is brought into sharp focus when Margaret comes 
into the picture with her news about Chris.  Her financial situation may be poor, but she 
has had real love in her life of a kind that cannot be bought.
In a long stream of interior monologue, Jenny thinks about Chris in his illness, 
how he forgot his life with her and Kitty and went back to Margaret in his mind.  She 
daydreams a strange image of Chris going to a psychic somewhere behind the front lines 
and seeing Margaret in one crystal ball and Kitty and Jenny in another.  He is fixated on 
Margaret and ignores Kitty and Jenny in their crystal ball.  Jenny remarks of the crystal 
ball that, “in its depths Kitty and I walk in bright dresses though our glowing gardens.  
We had suffered no transfiguration, for we are as we are and there is nothing else to us.  
The whole truth about us lies in our material seeming” (West 67).  This statement of 
Jenny’s sheds some light on Chris’ choice, for he looks to Margaret, whom Jenny 
describes as “transfigured in the light of eternity” rather than to Kitty and Jenny, despite 
their physical appearances (West 66).  Kitty and Jenny, bathed in the beauty of their 
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material possessions, are only that, material possessions, Jenny implies.  There is no love 
for Chris with Kitty, and so choosing her is simply a choice for money.  He has had 
money all his life and he finds that it is not enough.  Thus, in Jenny’s vision, he chooses 
Margaret, who has no material wealth but is glowing in the light of love, which for Chris 
is much brighter than the shine of Kitty and Jenny’s dresses.
The incident of the War may seem inconsequential in all this, but in reality it 
provides the opportunity for all of these contrasts to be brought together.  The fact that 
Chris’ accident happened in war is significant.  When he comes back, he is more in tune 
with the important parts of life.  He has been surrounded by death while at the front.  In 
his amnesia, he chooses, though on an unconscious level, to remember only the things 
that truly mattered most to him in his life—his relationship with Margaret—and he 
chooses to forget that which did not—his marriage to Kitty and all the privilege that went 
with it. West suggests that war breaks down social classes in this way, revealing their 
superficiality.  The upper class is not morally superior to the lower classes.  Even Jenny 
begins to see this when she says of Chris and the crystal balls, “No one weeps for this 
shattering of our world…” (West 67).  Jenny sees Chris’ choice in this dramatic light; 
that it is a “shattering” of her world and in many ways it is.  It certainly shatters the false 
image of happiness created out of their wealth.  In times of war, social classes and money 
suddenly become less important than love and happiness.
Class relations crop up in Woolf’s Mrs. Dalloway as tension between Clarissa 
Dalloway and her daughter Elizabeth’s tutor, Miss Kilman.  They think poorly of one 
another and compete for Elizabeth’s attention.  When Elizabeth goes to have tea with 
Miss Kilman, Mrs. Dalloway worries that Elizabeth is spending too much time with her.  
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Miss Kilman sees Mrs. Dalloway as a shallow, rich snob and Mrs. Dalloway looks down 
on Miss Kilman for her class and envies the influence she has over Elizabeth.  Ironically, 
they seem to be mutually jealous of one another.
When Miss Kilman comes to the Dalloway residence to take Elizabeth out for the 
afternoon, the tension between Mrs. Dalloway and Miss Kilman emerges through the 
internal monologues of each, but is never spoken out loud by either.  Mrs. Dalloway, 
resting in her bedroom, is conscious of Miss Kilman’s presence on the landing of her 
house and thinks of her there, in her raincoat: “Yes, Miss Kilman…wore a mackintosh; 
but had her reasons.  First, it was cheap; second, she was over forty; and did not, after all, 
dress to please.  She was poor, moreover; degradingly poor” (Woolf 123).  In these 
sentences, the thoughts of Mrs. Dalloway blend easily into those of Miss Kilman.  It 
seems that the list of reasons (“First…second…”) are the thoughts of Miss Kilman, 
though it is likely that Mrs. Dalloway would have been aware of these things as well.  It 
sounds, however, like Miss Kilman has intuited the criticism of Mrs. Dalloway about her 
raincoat and is responding, justifying her reasons for wearing such an unfashionable coat.  
This scene deals with the same kind of external judgments that Kitty and Jenny pass on 
Margaret in The Return of the Soldier.  They too look down upon Margaret’s clothing, 
the fake fur of her coat, her shoddy umbrella.  For the upper class women in these scenes, 
the mere sight of inexpensive clothing stirs up disgust and loathing.  Mrs. Dalloway, like 
Kitty and Jenny, is concerned with keeping up appearances, no matter what goes on 
internally.
Miss Kilman’s thoughts about Mrs. Dalloway, however, are hardly more 
flattering a portrait of the upper class lady.  She sees the Dalloways as “rich people who 
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like to be kind” in giving her a job.  Her only means of self-support is tutoring and it 
seems to be her only option as a singled, middle-aged woman.  She considers Mr. 
Dalloway’s behavior towards her kind; he hired her and treats her well, but she intensely 
dislikes Mrs. Dalloway, perhaps even hates her.  She perceives Mrs. Dalloway as 
“condescending” towards her and that “she came from the most worthless of all classes—
the rich, with a smattering of culture.  They had expensive things everywhere; pictures, 
carpets, lots of servants.  She considered that she had a perfect right to anything that the 
Dalloways did for her” (Woolf 123).  Miss Kilman feels that they lack culture and 
knowledge, especially Mrs. Dalloway, that there is something missing internally, that the 
truth of Mrs. Dalloway “lies in [her] material seeming” as Jenny says of herself and 
Kitty.
As Mrs. Dalloway emerges with her daughter, Elizabeth runs to get her gloves 
because she is aware that “Miss Kilman and her mother hated each other.  She could not 
bear to see them together” (Woolf 125).  Left face to face with one another, Miss Kilman 
and Mrs. Dalloway have another almost psychic exchange of thoughts.  Even though 
Miss Kilman is generous to those even more impoverished than she is, she cannot ignore 
Mrs. Dalloway’s lifestyle.  When she enters her home, her anger and resentment emerge.  
She struggles with herself as a Christian to eliminate these feelings, but the sight of Mrs. 
Dalloway’s home makes it impossible for her.  Despite her claims that she does envy or 
hate Mrs. Dalloway, Miss Kilman’s thoughts seem to suggest otherwise.  She thinks of 
Mrs. Dalloway, “Fool! Simpleton! You who have known neither sorrow nor pleasure; 
who have trifled your life away!...If only she could make [Mrs. Dalloway] weep; could 
ruin her; humiliate her; bring her to her knees crying…” (Woolf 125).  Miss Kilman 
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assumes that just because Mrs. Dalloway is rich, she has never suffered or been truly 
happy.  In fact, Mrs. Dalloway has done both.  She remembers moments of pure ecstasy 
from her youth and feels deeply her connections to other people.  She has also suffered, 
has chosen not to marry her passionate lover of her youth, Peter Walsh, in favor of the 
safer Richard Dalloway.  In Miss Kilman’s eyes, however, Mrs. Dalloway’s material 
wealth makes her seem untouched by extreme emotions.  Miss Kilman mistakes her 
sheltered, comfortable life, however, for a completely superficial existence.
In fact, Mrs. Dalloway seems to pick up this very line of thought as if she knew 
the anger Miss Kilman was feeling towards her.  “Clarissa was really shocked.  This a 
Christian—this woman!  The woman had taken her daughter away from her!  She in 
touch with invisible presences!  Heavy, ugly, commonplace, without kindness or grace, 
she know the meaning of life!” (Woolf 125).  These reactions of Mrs. Dalloway towards 
Miss Kilman reveal the source of her dislike of the woman.  Her first concern seems to be 
that she will steal and win over Elizabeth.  Miss Kilman is the one trying to convince 
Elizabeth that she can have a career, do whatever she wants with her life.  Mrs. 
Dalloway’s mind is much more focused on her daughter’s marriage prospects than any 
sort of career she might pursue.  Next, she thinks of Miss Kilman’s claim to knowledge 
about life and spiritual depth.  She doubts this woman as a Christian or as one who might 
have greater insight into life’s secrets.  Her other criticism seems to fall back on her 
concern with physical appearance.  Miss Kilman’s looks, her ugliness, heft, and shoddy 
clothing, point to her lower class standing.  She, like Margaret, lacks the money for fine 
clothes or jewels.  Mrs. Dalloway can hardly believe that such a woman could have any 
understanding or spiritual knowledge.  She judges her appearance harshly and applies it 
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to her inner self as well.  Miss Kilman is impoverished materially, so she must also be 
emotionally, mentally, and spiritually deficient, thinks Mrs. Dalloway.
The difference of class between Mrs. Dalloway and Miss Kilman has been 
exaggerated by the effects of the War, a fact of which Mrs. Dalloway is most likely 
unaware.  Miss Kilman recalls in her mind when she began work at a school for girls.  
And then, just as she might have had a chance at Miss Dolby’s school, the War came; and 
she had never been able to tell lies” (Woolf 123).  Because Miss Kilman will not lie to 
protect herself, the principal of the school discovers that her name has German origins 
and that she would not say that all Germans were evil.  Miss Kilman had German friends 
and had been educated in Germany, so she does not categorically condemn all Germans.  
For this, she is fired and falls back into poverty.  The effects of prejudice and fear that the 
War created destroyed Miss Kilman’s chance at financial stability.  She was indeed 
“cheated,” as she says, because of the fact of her heritage and her honesty.
It seems that Mrs. Dalloway has no conception that prejudice engendered by the 
War has deeply affected Miss Kilman’s financial status.  Nor does she know how Miss 
Kilman acted with integrity against those who would persecute her for her beliefs.  Mrs. 
Dalloway certainly is conscious of the War, but only in regards to friends of hers who 
lost children.  Beyond that, she has a sense that the War has made the world somehow 
sadder, but she has not suffered personally or directly from the impact of the War.  
Looking into a bookstore window, she reads the lines from Shakespeare, “‘Fear no more 
the heat o’ the sun/Nor the furious winter’s rages’” and thinks “This late age of the 
world’s experience had bred in them all, all men and women, a well of tears” (Woolf 9).  
She carries with her this vague sense of how the War brought a new intensity of sadness 
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into the world, but she has no idea how the War affected people like Miss Kilman or 
Septimus Smith.
In Aldous Huxley’s short story “Farcical History of Richard Greenow,” issues of 
class and gender interact because of the main character’s divided situation.  Richard 
Greenow is an upper class man, well educated, who has dealt with issues of gender 
confusion all his life.  As a child, he played with dolls and, in secondary school; he fell in 
love with Francis Quarles, a male classmate.  He seems to deny or repress his sexual 
orientation, though Huxley presents him stereotypically.  Richard, who goes by Dick, 
struggles as a scholar and a writer; his writings, scholarly and political essays, simply 
don’t seem to have much audience.  His confusion about his sexuality eventually 
manifests itself in a dramatic way.  One morning, a few years after college, Dick wakes 
up in his apartment to discover that he has a split personality of sorts, that he has 
unconsciously been writing popular novels (then, later, pro-war articles) during the night.  
This side of himself calls herself Pearl Bellairs.  At first, he is quite pleased with the 
situation, as he thinks:
“But the fear of poverty need haunt him no more; 
no need to become a wage-slave, to sacrifice his 
intelligence to the needs of his belly.  Like a gentleman of 
the East, he would sit still and smoke his philosophic pipe 
while the womenfolk did the dirty work.  Could anything 
be more satisfactory?” (Huxley 38).
Even though he was disturbed at first at the thought of Pearl as such, he is now 
content with the situation, even delighted, to find that he is profiting from her labor.  
Despite the fact that his own writings, done consciously, were not popular before Pearl 
started to write, he still considers himself the “intelligent” one of the two, who can 
“smoke his philosophic pipe” in intellectual bliss while Pearl writes her novels by night. 
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Dick looks down upon her work as sentimental junk in comparison to his own scholarly 
work.  Yet, her work has a much larger public audience in women’s magazines and 
newspapers, whereas no one is interested in Dick’s scholarly work or political writings.  
Despite his jealousy of Pearl’s success in relation to his conscious writings, he is still able 
to relax in the luxury created by a woman’s “dirty work”.  Despite his misogyny, he has 
no qualms about reaping the benefits of Pearl’s bank account.  The money she earns is a 
product of Dick’s gender split, a fact he deeply resents, but he still accepts the profits of 
this willingly.
Dick is thus able to avoid the poverty of his early writing career by living off of 
Pearl’s earnings.  During these early months, he finds life rather easy despite his division.  
In fact, he begins to get along better with his sister Millicent, who in now in college 
herself.  Things seem to be going pretty well for him.  Once the War begins, however, all 
this changes.  He goes to visit his sister again once the War is underway.  As it turns out, 
she wholeheartedly agrees with the War while her brother is resolutely against it.  She 
becomes the head organizer for a hospital supply depot in the war effort.  Despite Dick’s 
objections to the War, his sister seems to be profiting from it, both financially and 
socially.  At her desk, she is a powerful woman among her papers.  She has her own job 
and does not need him as she may have otherwise.  They had lived together for a time, 
but not any more.  She is her own woman now, certainly living a more stable life than her 
brother, who is being fiscally supported by a part of himself over which he has no 
conscious control.
After the War begins, it seems that Pearl becomes a reflection of Dick’s sister if 
she wasn’t so already.  She is financially self-sufficient and a pro-war woman of status.  
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She has a collection of papers in Dick’s desk drawers that reflect her status and power in 
society as her writings succeed immensely.  After this visit to his sister, Dick’s mind 
turns almost immediately to Pearl.  As if his sister reminded him of Pearl, he thinks about 
how his feminine personality had begun to take over more and more of his time.  He 
thinks, “Pearl Bellairs was greedy for life; she was not content with her short midnight 
hours; she wanted freedom of whole days…And the articles she wrote!  The short stories!  
The recruiting songs!  Dick dared not read them; they were terrible, terrible” (Huxley 71).
Besides this, there is another irony laid out by Huxley about Dick’s situation.  His 
anti-war club, vapidly titled the Novembrists after the month of their founding, is full of 
people that Dick categorizes as “middle class.”  As the meeting begins, he watches the 
various members enter: “He didn’t much like the look of them.  ‘Middle class’ was what 
he found himself thinking; and he had to admit…that he did not like the middle classes, 
the lower middle classes, the lower classes.  He was, there was no denying it, a 
bloodsucker at heart…”  (Huxley 77).  Dick openly admits to himself his class prejudices 
as he looks at these people.  He himself would be impoverished financially if it weren’t 
for the support of Pearl.  Of course, in English society, there is more to class than money; 
class is about bloodlines as well.  Nevertheless, he would be a poor upper class man if it 
weren’t for Pearl’s successes.  He calls himself a “bloodsucker;” he feels he is too much 
of an aristocrat to associate with those of lower birth.  Despite this, he is relying on his 
unrecognized gender confusion for support in a time when women typically did not have 
careers but were supported by men, especially in the upper classes.  Dick’s scorn for 
Pearl mirrors that of his scorn for lower classes, despite his own precarious economic 
status and failed career as a writer in his conscious life.
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In the end, Dick’s split personality destroys him.  Pearl begins to surface in him 
increasingly, until she emerges during his trial to avoid military service via conscientious 
objection.  He finds himself doing farm labor instead of military service or a prison 
sentence for refusal to serve in the military.  Many women, known as “land girls,” did 
farm work to assist in the war effort.  Significantly, Dick finds himself doing this kind of 
labor because Pearl seems to have worked out a kind of deal with the review board in 
order to avoid military service, or, at the other extreme, prison.  Dick’s conscious self is 
massively disappointed that his other side stood in the way of his conscious war 
objections.  His friends express disappointment at his backing down.  The divide between 
Dick and Pearl destroys them both.  Women over 30 have just received their right to vote 
in Great Brittain.  As Pearl, in the summer of 1918, Dick’s body goes into a town hall 
building to register to vote. Dick hardly meets with success, however, since he claims to 
be a woman but is in all appearances a man.  He is committed to an asylum, refuses to 
eat, and eventually lays in his cell dying, still divided, as Dick and Pearl continue to war 
over every decision, even his burial preferences.  Huxley’s story is a parable about the 
male fears of the new levels of female independence and power in the years of the War 
and those immediately preceding it.
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Chapter Five
Sexual Liberation for Women of the Great War
In times of war, necessity can bring about great changes in society.  The loss of 
many men to the front brought women into the workforce, but also created greater sexual 
freedom for women in the public realm.  The Victorian social conventions and courting 
rituals that suppressed feminine sexuality loosened or disappeared altogether.  The story 
of Vera Brittain’s youth and courtship with Roland during the Great War reveals much 
about how these changes occurred.  In Virginia Woolf’s Mrs. Dalloway, the lives and 
thoughts of Elizabeth and her mother on marriage in the years after the War (as opposed 
to when Mrs. Dalloway got married) reveal these blossoming changes as well.  Women, 
who suddenly held greater responsibilities during the War as men fought and died on the 
European continent, found themselves stepping into the public realm with greater 
freedom.  Young women began to see marriage as less essential to life, but in their 
interactions with men they held greater power than they would have only ten years 
earlier.
Brittain relates her knowledge of sex and sexual relations before the War; or 
really, her lack of knowledge of such things.  She remembers that, as an eighteen-year-
old woman, she “did not clearly understand what was meant by homosexuality, incest or 
sodomy, and was puzzled by the shadow that clung to the name of Oscar Wilde…” 
(Brittain 33).  She relates how all women her age were ignorant of such things; people 
simply did not talk about openly about them under any circumstances.  Victorian society 
tended to repress this kind of knowledge.  Young women did not need to know what 
these terms meant; all they needed to do was to find a suitable husband and get married.
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Most people in society would have avoided speaking of sex and sexual relations, 
but women, it seems, were especially sheltered from these topics.  She relates how in her 
school, “nearly all the older girls…had been addicted to surreptitious conversations about 
the advent of babies; periodic discovery by parents or teachers thrust these intriguing 
speculations still further underground” (Brittain 33).  Even the older girls were unsure 
about how reproduction happens, but such knowledge was not only off-limits but their 
curiosity was squelched by their parents and teachers.  The older generation viewed these 
efforts as protective of young women’s innocence and honor.  Understanding of sex was 
something that was “even less desirable” before the War than it was when Brittain wrote 
the memoirs (Brittain 34).
This repression of sexual knowledge was only finally broken for Brittain in the 
course of her war-work as a VAD.  She relates that when she first had to treat a patient 
with venereal disease, she “did not know exactly what it was” (Brittain 34).  She didn’t 
really understand it, in fact, until 1917, when she saw a syphilitic orderly die.  Without 
her career in nursing, she would have never seen such things as a young lady of the upper 
middle class who married and settled into a domestic life—the typical path of a woman 
like Brittain before the War.  She will later count herself as lucky that she did escape this 
typical experience, one that could be perhaps as horrifying as her work with war injuries.
In describing this typical life of a woman of her class, she implies the potential for 
trauma when such a sexually innocent woman is thrown headlong into marriage and 
sexual intimacy.  She says that she is thankful for her nursing experience in that she 
gained an intimate “knowledge of masculine functioning” in her work (Brittain 118).  She 
was lucky to escape the “Victorian tradition which up to 1914 dictated that a young 
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woman should know nothing of men but their faces and their clothes until marriage 
pitchforked her into an incompletely visualized and highly disconcerting intimacy” 
(Brittain 118).  This process, as Brittain relates, was traumatic for many of her female 
friends who experienced it.  Parents did not want to give young women too much 
knowledge of sex before their daughters were married.  For mothers, it was how they 
were raised and was simply kept up out of tradition.  Perhaps there was some fear that 
intimate knowledge too early might give young women ideas or somehow spoil their 
virgin innocence, whether mentally or physically.  Women of the war generation, 
however, whether they gained sexual knowledge directly through war-work as Brittain 
did or not, were more likely to have greater knowledge of sexuality simply because many 
of them left the home of their parents to live and work elsewhere.  Getting out from 
underneath the constant protection of their parents allowed them more knowledge of the 
world and greater knowledge of sexual relations that came with it.
A large part of this sexual knowledge came simply from the revised courtship 
rituals of wartime and post-wartime society.  Before the War, Brittain was virtually never 
left alone with her boyfriend Roland.  Whenever they went out to dinner or to a show, a 
member of Brittain’s family would be right by her side, often one or both parents or her 
aunt.  Even in the beginning of the War, if Roland had leave, one of her parents would 
suggest that they go with her to London; or, if she ever traveled alone, she had to have a 
respectable reason to and had to call her parents frequently to check in on her 
whereabouts.  She was never allowed to see Roland on her own or to travel completely 
independently.  After she began her job, however, even while she still lived with her 
parents, her freedoms suddenly increased.  She noticed this the first time she went to see 
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Roland when he got leave.  “No one, this time,” she remembers, “suggested going with 
me to London; already the free-and-easy movements of girl war-workers had begun to 
modify convention” (Brittain 126). She is free from some of the old restraints of pre-war 
times.  Her nursing work not only keeps her busy, but also gives her a newfound 
mobility.  Parents can hardly restrict their daughter in this situation, a woman who has 
her own income from the fruits of her labor.
Perhaps Brittain’s new income was also a source of other freedoms for her.  When 
she and Roland are engaged, she fears telling her parents because of economic 
restrictions.  The greatest worry of Victorian parents, she implies, is that a husband is 
fiscally able to support their daughter after she marries him.  She says, “My father, I was 
convinced, would want to spend precious moments in asking Roland how he proposed to 
‘keep’ me—an inquiry which I thought both irrelevant and insulting” (Brittain 129).  It 
seems, however, that Brittain’s father would even agree with this; that such inquiries 
were certainly irrelevant if not insulting as well.  When she does tell him, he never asks 
such questions.  Brittain relates how her parents calmly accepted the news and “protested 
only about [their] failure to mention the fact” (Brittain 129).  The fact that her parents did 
not concern themselves with the financial status of Roland is another way in which the 
War began to break down old conventions: “the War…had already begun to create a 
change of heart in parents brought up in the Victorian belief that the financial aspect of 
marriage mattered more than any other” (Brittain 129).  Brittain does not speculate as to 
why this happened, but one reason must certainly be that they realized that Brittain 
herself could earn an income in the world now.  Another reason might be the fact that 
Brittain’s parents did not see finances as the most important element in a world torn by 
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war.  Their son was at war as well; somehow, when the young men are risking their lives 
at the front, economic status seems suddenly less significant.
Brittain herself, along with the younger generation of women, gains a new attitude 
towards marriage as she claims a public role for herself in society.  As a war-worker, she 
feels more like a citizen of her country and a contributor to society as a whole.  She 
refuses to let marriage deny this sense of personhood.  In previous days, a woman was 
almost the same as one of a man’s possessions.  She was indeed a legal person, but 
financially and legally still quite dependent on her husband.  For Brittain, however, her 
new life has done away with that old ideology. After their engagement, both she and 
Roland choose not to wear engagement rings.  She considers it too much an object of 
territorial claim; she was “fiercely determined to exhibit no ‘token of possession’…in 
order to indicate to other men that I was ‘appropriated’…it seemed too typical of the old 
inequality” (Brittain 134).  Already, it seems, Brittain has not only claimed her new 
freedoms but also has proclaimed herself equal to men.  She refuses to be defined and 
labeled by her engagement to Roland.  She is Vera Brittain, not just Roland’s fiancée.  
Her feminism seems to gather the bulk of its strength from her experiences of the War.  
Her suffering, her grief, and her ability to endure hard labor for long hours proves that 
she is a valid individual both to herself and to her family—and, she hopes, to society as 
well.
After the War, Brittain discovers how easily society can slip back into its own 
structural inequalities.  Social institutions begin to push women back out of the public 
realm in an attempt to restore the pre-war society as men returned from war.  Many 
employers and colleges begin to place quotas on the number of women they would 
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accept, Brittain relates; and while women were praised for their work in the war effort, 
men gradually replace them (410, 355).  Brittain herself, while she finds that she does 
still have many of her gained freedoms, meets with resistance when she tries to become 
involved in politics.  Women were expected to quit their jobs or drop out of school, return 
to their marriages and domestic lives, and give up much of their new freedom.  This 
would have an impact on sexual freedom as well, since so much of it is based on a 
woman’s fiscal freedom, which comes from her job.
Brittain, however, while she recognizes these forces, refuses to submit entirely to 
them.  She chooses to live alone and try to make her own living.  Her parents understand 
now “that freedom, however uncomfortable, and self-support, however hard to achieve, 
were the only conditions in which a feminist of the War generation—and, indeed, a post-
Victorian woman of any generation—could do her work and maintain self respect” 
(Brittain 378).  The life of a feminist must be one of self-support, despite the difficulties 
of that.  She certainly does have to scrape by as a tutor and prove herself worthy of a 
position as a full-time teacher.  She discovers that writing alone is simply not profitable 
enough as a source of sole income.  Turning then to a combination of journalism and 
teaching, she is able to live on her own and support herself, showing her equality with 
men despite the inequality of opportunity.
Only through this kind of financial self-support can Brittain maintain her sexual 
freedom.  Roland has died in the War and she does not want to marry someone else just 
for economic reasons.  Going back to her parents’ house is no better, since it would be a 
moral defeat of all the liberty she had earned for herself.  And so, despite the pressures to 
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quit the public life, Brittain remains.  She holds onto her dream of self-support and a 
career for the sake of preserving her new self: Vera Brittain, independent woman.
Though Brittain does eventually marry, at this stage she does not accept marriage 
as “an end in itself” (408).  She writes, “In spite of the feminine family tradition and the 
relentless social pressure which had placed an artificial emphasis on marriage for all the 
women born, like myself, in the eighteen-nineties, I had always held and still believed it 
to be irrelevant to the main purpose of life” (Brittain 408).  Brittain had already lived a 
life outside of this tradition and had experienced much more than a typical woman in her 
twenties.  She had had a taste of freedom that she was unwilling to relinquish simply in 
the name of tradition.  The reality is, as she sees it, that married women have much less 
freedom than single women due to the responsibilities of raising children (Brittain 459).
Having gained so much liberty in her post-war life, Brittain is at this point 
unwilling to give it up, especially without love, a luxury she feels she will never have 
again anyhow.  She writes, 
“Marriage, I definitely decided, was not for me, nor ever, 
for me, were the tender joys of maternal patience and pity 
and understanding; those romantic hopes…were merely a 
form of cowardly self-delusion in which women who had 
seen the destructive realities of War should know better 
than to indulge” (Brittain 409).
Brittain herself suffered great loss in the War; certainly some of her inclination against 
marriage was a result of her grief for Roland.  The suffering of the War marred her youth 
and hardened her to emotional damage.  She does recognize the beauty and power of a 
mother’s relationship with her children, but even this could be another “romantic hope” 
of the past.  Her recognition that a married woman’s liberty is more restricted than that of 
a single woman does seem to be an accurate claim.  At the time of her life she reflects 
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back upon, the early 1920s, she was unwilling to accept such a possibility, despite the 
potential joys of having children.  She preferred to maintain the freedoms she had gained 
already in her young life: sexual, intellectual and fiscal freedoms that she feared some 
man might take away in marriage.
There may be other causes for the sexual liberation that came with the First World 
War.  In the case of Vera Brittain, it seems that much of her new freedom comes from the 
economic independence she gained through working as a VAD.  In Virginia Woolf’s 
Mrs. Dalloway, a general liberalization of attitudes seems to give the women of the story, 
particularly Elizabeth Dalloway, more autonomy. Miss Kilman gives Elizabeth the idea 
that there are career options for her other than marriage, something that doesn’t seem to 
be on Elizabeth’s mind at all.  In these years after the War, Woolf depicts a world in 
which women have begun to loosen the repression of their sexuality and their bondage to 
marriage.  Peter Walsh also thinks about these changes as he walks through London after 
a five-year absence.  
Because he has been removed from English society for five years, Peter Walsh 
notices the stark differences for women in public places in London.  He thinks to himself 
how “Those five years—1918 to 1923—had been, he suspected, somehow very 
important” (Woolf 71).  He can’t exactly pinpoint why those years in particular are so 
important, but remembers reading something about water closets in the newspaper, 
something that would have been unacceptable before the War.  He also notes how women 
behave more openly in public.  He thinks of his journey back to London on the ship: 
“…there were lots of young men and girls—Betty and Bertie he 
remembered in particular—carrying on quite openly, the old mother sitting 
and watching them…cool as a cucumber.  The girl would…powder her 
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nose in front of every one.  And they weren’t engaged; just having a good 
time; no feelings hurt on either hide” (Woolf 71-72).
Peter is confused by Betty’s behavior, wondering how her mother can let her flirt openly 
in this way with a man she’s not engaged to.  Even applying her makeup in public would 
have been an odd behavior before the War.  Interestingly, it seems that both generations 
have more liberal attitudes towards a woman’s sexual freedom.  It appears to Walsh that 
Betty’s mother is unconcerned about her daughter “carrying on” with a man to whom she 
is not engaged, and even in public.  It is an odd sight only for Walsh, who has been away 
since 1918.  This public flirtation and Betty’s application of her makeup would have been 
looked down upon at that time in London.  In these years after the War the old Victorian 
social restrictions that guarded women’s sexuality seem to have faded away.
The question of marriage also comes up for the characters of this novel.  In this 
same line of Peter’s thought, the issue comes up for Betty.  Peter thinks, “As hard as nails 
she was—Betty What’shername—; but a thorough good sort.  She would make a very 
good wife at thirty—she would marry when it suited her to marry; marry some rich man 
and live in a large house near Manchester” (Woolf 71).  This attitude towards Betty 
reflects a changing social climate around the marriage of women.  Betty is a woman who 
will marry when she pleases, as late as thirty even.  In Victorian times, it was expected 
that women would marry younger, in their early 20s or even younger.  A woman’s 
education and upbringing were always aimed at her life as a wife, not towards any kind 
of career.  Betty, however, seems to be more free to pursue her own life as she pleases 
until marriage.  She is not bound to her mother’s side, waiting for her parents to approve 
an appropriate husband for her.  Betty’s marriage will be her own choice, notes this 
observer.  When she does marry, the observer predicts, she will live with her rich 
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husband in a large house near Manchester.  The question of a married woman’s sexual 
freedom is another one altogether and will be dealt with later in this chapter.
The new sexual freedom for women of the younger generation, however, can be 
traced by following the thoughts and actions of Elizabeth Dalloway, Clarissa Dalloway’s 
only child.  Elizabeth demonstrates in her thoughts how the War has affected her options.  
Her tutor, Miss Kilman, plants the seed of ambition in Elizabeth’s mind by saying to her, 
“Law, medicine, politics, all professions are open to women of your generation” (Woolf 
130).  Ruminating on this, Elizabeth wanders the city and observes the city in motion.  In 
the back of her mind, she seems to be thinking of her future life and what it holds in 
store.  At seventeen, she realizes that she is about to enter the adult world, a world in 
which the War might have given her greater opportunity to pursue a career.  She doesn’t 
seem to feel that she is necessarily on a one-way track to marriage and domestic life.  She 
ruminates on a world of possibility that Mrs. Dalloway never thought of in her youth.  All 
doors may not be open for Elizabeth; nevertheless, she has more thoughts beyond 
marriage than her mother ever did.
As she strolls through London, Elizabeth recognizes the transitional nature of this 
period of her life.  She thinks, “It was beginning….People were beginning to compare her 
to poplar trees, early dawn, hyacinths, fawns, running water, and garden lilies, and it 
made her life a burden to her, for she so much preferred being left alone to do what she 
liked in the country” (Woolf 134).  She is emerging as a young woman and she seems to 
view herself differently than others do.  These comparisons to objects in nature suggest 
that men have begun to view Elizabeth as a sexual object.  The images all suggest the 
maturing of natural phenomenon on the brink of maturation: the dawn about to break, 
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trees and blooming flowers.  They suggest that men have begun to consider her ripe for 
womanhood, probably with the assumption that the next major change in her life will be 
marriage.  Elizabeth seems to sense this and considers it a “burden” and would rather be 
“left alone.”  The imagery is based in nature, suggesting that it is an inevitable 
progression in which a young woman of her age reaches a point in her life where she 
becomes the object of men’s attention.  Their comparisons objectify her, however; the 
nature images almost suggest ripeness for conquest.  This doesn’t seem to occur to 
Elizabeth, but the attention of men does seem to make her uncomfortable.  Marriage and 
men are not even on her radar; she is thinking of other things entirely.
In her eyes, the idea of marriage is rather unexciting.  In one moment, both her 
boredom and her mother’s anticipation are almost equally present.  Elizabeth thinks, 
“Every man fell in love with her, and she was really awfully bored.  For it was beginning.  
Her mother could see that—the compliments were beginning.  That she did not care more 
about it…sometimes worried Clarissa” (Woolf 135).  Both mother and daughter 
recognize that Elizabeth’s life as a wealthy woman of marriageable age is beginning, but 
in this moment of convergence of their two minds, Clarissa is excited (though perhaps a 
little nervous) whereas Elizabeth prefers to withdraw herself from the whole affair.
In fact, marriage does not seem to be on her mind in any way.  When she thinks about her 
future for herself rather than the future that others seem to want for her, she thinks of a 
professional life.  She thinks again of Miss Kilman’s statement, “And every profession is 
open to women of your generation,” a sentence that seems to have deeply affected her 
then thinks of Somerset House in the country and Westminster Abbey before her eyes.  
These two distinct places each give her aspirations to a career.  The countryside makes 
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her think of being a farmer, Westminster of being a politician as her father is.  Watching 
the people of the city as they rush to their destinations, Elizabeth feels “quite determined, 
whatever her mother might say, to become either a farmer or a doctor”  (Woolf 137).  
From the page before, her second profession has shifted from a politician to a doctor, but 
her determination is still quite important, despite her seeming lack of concrete knowledge 
of the world.  She seems to consider the biggest external obstacle to success to be her 
mother’s wishes.  Instinctively, she already knows that women of her mother’s class 
consider marriage the only option because it was their only option in their own youth.  
Elizabeth, coming up against this reality, dismisses her thoughts of being a politician, a 
doctor, or a farmer, by concluding, “she was, of course, rather lazy” (137).  Is this her 
true conception of herself or is she admitting the probability of defeat against her 
mother’s demands?  Her next thought seems to suggest the latter, “And it was much 
better to say nothing about it.  It seemed so silly” (Woolf 137).  Elizabeth herself does not 
think her own aspirations are silly, but she knows her mother will.  She chooses instead 
then to keep them to herself and avoid her mother’s ridicule.
For both mother and daughter, this time in Elizabeth’s life is exciting, but for 
different reasons.  Elizabeth looks to the future with careers in mind, while her mother 
thinks of marriage for her daughter.  On this day of her party, Mrs. Dalloway’s mind is 
particularly occupied with thoughts of her own courtship and marriage, in the summer 
when she herself was eighteen.  Almost inexplicably, her mind returns again and again to 
those summer days when she spent so much time with Peter Walsh and fell in love with 
him, but then met Richard and ended up marrying him instead.  Perhaps it is partly the 
return of Peter to London, though she does not remember that he is returning on that 
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particular day until he shows up at her door (and she has already been thinking about 
him).  It may also be that thoughts of her daughter’s future and potential for marriage are 
on her mind.  Whatever the case, it is interesting to compare what the young Clarissa 
thought at eighteen to her daughter at seventeen in the present.
Clarissa, the eighteen-year-old who is to become Clarissa Dalloway, was a young 
woman growing up in an upper class family who was expected to marry.  She seemed to 
be in love with Peter Walsh that summer, but suddenly she met Richard Dalloway and 
married him rather quickly, or so it seems.  Peter, remembering those days, thinks of the 
night she meets Richard and the days that follow in which his romance with Clarissa 
ends.  Watching her at dinner as she talks to Richard, he has a revelation: that she will 
marry Richard.  This particular revelation “was blinding—overwhelming at the moment.  
There was a sort of—how could he put it?—a sort of ease in her manner to him; 
something maternal; something gentle” (Woolf 61).  The fact that Peter picks up on this 
manner of Clarissa and correctly feels that she will marry Richard is a remarkable insight 
for him.  It is as if she suddenly becomes for him the ideal wife.  Clarissa is not what one 
would typically think of as maternal or gentle.  In fact, she is self-described as “pointed; 
dart-like; definite” (Woolf 37).  She is not the gentle type, but she assumes this attitude 
toward Richard.  Peter, observing this shift in her, correctly assumes that she will choose 
Richard, that she will marry Richard and not him.
In this time of her life, Mrs. Dalloway seems to have had the option of marrying 
one man or another, but there is simply no mention of any other option.  Her choice even 
reflects a certain desire in her to remain in a comfort zone.  Peter, it seems, challenged 
her too much.  She chose Richard, not because she loved him, but because marriage to 
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him seemed like an easier life to lead.  Early in the book, she reasons to herself about this 
choice.  She thinks that she was right not to marry Peter, that with Richard she has “a 
little independence” but it would not have been so with Peter (Woolf 7).  “But with Peter 
everything had to be shared; everything gone into…she had to break with him or they 
would have been destroyed, both of them ruined” (Woolf 8).  Though she loved Peter, 
she couldn’t give everything to him.  She tried to reserve for herself some freedom by 
marrying Richard.  Marriage to Richard was an easier path for her for it presented less 
challenges; yet she sees it as an act of liberation on her own part.  She is not so deeply 
invested in him as she was in Peter, a feeling she has decided would have been stifling in 
marriage.
Elizabeth has been liberated to a degree by the post-War change of attitude about 
women’s roles in society.  It is more possible for women to have careers since many 
women entered the workforce during the War.  For Mrs. Dalloway, however, there seems 
to be less sexual freedom because of her situation in society.  She is an upper class, 
middle-aged, married woman who never really had the opportunity for a career.  She 
wasn’t educated as a young woman and now hardly knows anything about politics or the 
world beyond her social circle.  Her attitudes about women’s place in society have 
therefore not changed much; she still imagines Elizabeth marrying in the near future and 
settling down to be a mother.  Mrs. Dalloway represents a whole generation of older 
women of middle to upper class who were only marginally affected by the War.  She had 
no sons, nor was Elizabeth compelled to work since her family has plenty of money.  
Mrs. Dalloway’s own life followed the conventional Victorian path of a young marriage 
and restriction to domestic life thereafter.  Her daughter may feel the effects of the new 
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liberation, but she may have to act against her mother’s wishes and expectations in order 
to utilize those new freedoms.  The War seems to have liberalized the attitudes of some 
people and deeply impacted the lives of young women, but there are still many who 
haven’t been thus liberalized and there are certainly still barriers which women like 
Elizabeth will have to face to exercise their new freedom.  Despite the barriers that still 
seem to exist for Elizabeth against her desire for a career, she has her own ideas of what 
she will become.  Though we do not know what becomes of her, we may imagine that 
she will have the opportunity and the tools to carve her own path.
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